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Introduction

Experience over many centuries has established the fact that ethnic
groups who obtain their meat supplies from the oceans, rivers, or lakes
are well nourished. In the northeast of Brazil, for example, De Castro
(1952) has pointed out that the predominant constitutional type among
the natives varies with the kind of protein available. The tall, healthy
type of individual can be found either along the coastline where large
quantities of fish are consumed, or in the cattle-raising backlands where
the intake of animals protein is also high. In the intervening jungle zone,
however, where cassava or manioc flour serves as the dietary staple, the
short type predominates.
A similar study is that of Brock and Autret (1952), who report that
"Basse Gasamance in Senegal, lying between Gambia and Portuguese
Guinea, is an area in which there is plenty of fish, crabs, and oysters . . .
and there are no serious food deficiency states and no kwashiorkor in
children," although protein deficiency was endemic in nearby areas where
fish did not form the basis of the diet.
Other well-organized medical surveys have also demonstrated the
adequacy of fish as the principal source of dietary protein, and repeated
and thorough laboratory investigations have confirmed these empirical
findings. Fish is also generally inexpensive in comparison of other protein
foods (Taylor, 1953). Nevertheless, many housekeepers and even workers
in the field of human nutrition continue to regard fish only as a substitute
for meat, to be introduced into the menu because of its lower cost, easier
availability, or culinary value. This distinction is also preserved in both
the Jewish and Christian dietary rituals, which allow the consumption of
fish at times when the consumption of meat is prohibited.
Early systematic investigations of the nutritive value of fish stimulated
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by the meat shortage that occurred during World War I were made
possible by the concurrent development of adequate analytical and feed
ing methods. These early experiments found that the nutritive value of
fish was equal to that of meat and also recognized that fish oil represents
a good source of calories and provides many important vitamins. The
nutritional standing of fish increased particularly in the twenties and
thirties when it was established that fish contained large amounts of the
then newly discovered vitamins A and D. But due to the increased
production of caloric resources in the form of more palatable and less
expensive vegetable and animal oils and the introduction of synthetic
vitamins, the nutritional importance of fish today rests largely upon the
fact that it is an excellent source of protein of high biological value.
Recent medical investigations have shown that insufficient intake of
protein or the consumption of protein that failed to provide the essential
amino acids are most significant factors in human malnutrition and that
a supply of suitable protein is the chief limiting factor of good nutrition
on all continents. In addition, the breeding of commercially important
animals depends upon the quality and quantity of dietary protein. Con
sequently, the recognition that fish contain proteins or superior nutri
tional properties places them in an especially important category of foods.
This review will take into consideration only such parts of the fish
as are commonly eaten. This means predominantly flesh. Many studies
are available on visceral and other body organs as to their protein com
position and general characteristics. These will not be included.
II. Protein Content

The amount of protein in fish is influenced by the fat and water con
tent, and the determination of fish protein is liable to a number of errors
of measurement. The relative amount of flesh is another decisive factor.
The amount of flesh in fish has been evaluated in many species by Reay
et ah (1943) and van Wyk (1944). This varies with size, age, sexual
state, or season of capture. The yield obtained for fillets without skin
usually varies between 40% and 50% according to species. Van Wyk
(1944) found that the amount of flesh constituted 50 to 60% of the
total weight of the fish. From this it may be concluded that the relative
amount of muscular tissue is generally higher in .fish than in domestic
animals or in man (Hamoir, 1955).
Jacquot and Creac'h (1950) compiled several such yield figures. Other
evaluations have been made on Spanish fishes (Rodriguez de la Heras
and Mendez-Isla, 1952), Indian fishes (Airan and Joshi, 1952) and the
Pacific saurel (Cohtebis saira) (Tsuchiya et al.> 1953). See also Chapter
6 by Jacquot in Volume 1.
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There is an inverse relationship between the fat and protein contents
of the edible part of one and the same fish. This has been reported by
several research workers (see Chapter 5). There are, nevertheless, find
ings to the contrary, as, e.g., in Obst (1938). The fat content may vary
between 0.3 and 17% or more. Generally, the lean flesh has a higher
protein content and a greater culinary value, and better keeping qualities,
due to the low levels of unsaturated fats, which are subject to rancidification even at low temperatures. There are, however, many exceptions.
Salmon, for example, in spite of its relatively high fat content, is quite
acceptable from the culinary standpoint.
The protein content of fish also varies with the water content. Al
though this does not affect the nutritional qualities of the fish, it may
influence its dollar value. It is desirable, therefore, to express the protein
content of fish in terms of percentage of dry substance. The protein
calories in different fish are expressed as the per cent of total calories in
Table I.
TABLE I
PROTEIN CALORIES IN PER C E N T OF TOTAL CALORIES OF CERTAIN FISH VARIETIES
OF SOME OTHER COMMON FOODS

Food
Cod, edible portion
Bass, Atlantic, black
Albacore
Bass, sea, white
Flounder
Haddock
Sole
Halibut, Atlantic
Salmon, King (canned)
Herring, Atlantic
Sardine, Atlantic (canned)
Pork meat (medium fat, cooked)
Beef meat (medium fat, cooked)
Beef meat (lean)
Chicken meat (total edible)
Chicken, white meat only
Egg, whole
Milk, skimmed, dried
Cheese, cottage

Per cent
95
89
90
93
95
96
85
66
43.5
41.5
21
13.9
27.4
69
25.5
76
33.9
42.7
76

It may be seen that the muscle of some lean fish contains exceptionally
high levels of protein even when compared to the best meats. Inclusion
of such fish in the diet offers a convenient and inexpensive method of
increasing the protein content without increasing the total fat intake, as
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recently proposed in certain therapeutic regimes, and of supplementing
diets containing proteins of lower nutritional value.
The relationship between fat and protein valid for one and the same
fish and discussed above does not apply when comparing one species
with another. This is evident from Table II, covering major selected
TABLE

II

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF FISH FLESH

(Raw when not otherwise indicated)
Fish species

Calories
per 100 g.

Protein

Fat

338
290
223
203
191
162
126
118
102
79
67
60
60
43
43

21.1
23.8
17.4
19.7
18.3
18.6
18.6
19.2
11.0
18.2
13.0
14.6
11.3
8.8
11.3

27.0
20.9
16.5
13.2
12.5
9.1
5.2
4.0
6.2
0.1
1.3
0.6
1.6
1.3
0.1

Sardine, Atlantic
Tuna (canned)
Salmon, Pacific
Salmon, king (canned)
Herring
Eel
Halibut
Swordfish
Mackerel
Haddock
Sole
Cod
Smelt
Turbot
Whiting, Atlantic

fishes. A serving of fish consequently may vary appreciably as to its
content of calories, protein, and fat. Even closely related species, e.g.
the various salmon, may show basic differences in protein content. The
chum salmon is consistently highest (21.5%) in protein content (see
tabulation below), while the pink salmon is lowest (19.5%). These
fundamental differences do not seem to be directly connected with the
fat content (Dewberry, 1951).

a

Total
solids*

Fats*

Protein 0
(6.25N)

Salmon

(%)

(%)

(%)

Chum
Coho
Spring
Sockeye
Pink

30.0
32.5
36.8
35.2
30.2

5.0
8.0
12.5
9.3
6.4

21.5
21.0
20.0
20.0
19.5

Source: Dewberry, 1961.

The extensive data published in the literature concerning the protein
content of fish indicate that the different types of fish contain widely
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TABLE

III

REFERENCES TO SELECTED STUDIES ON PROTEIN C O N T E N T O F F I S H *

Country
Africa
Cape Verde
Cameroun
America
Canada
United States
Rockfish
Salt-water fish
Pacific ocean perch
Fresh-water fish
Mexico
Miscellaneous
Peru
Salt-water (chiefly)

Both fresh- and salt-water fish
Asia
Ceylon
Pakistan
Philippines
All kinds
Vietnam
All kinds
India
Salt-water

α

References
Busson et al, 1953
Bergeret and MasseyefF, 1957
Bailey, 1942
Sinnhuber et al, 1956
Thurston, 1961
Teeri et al, 1957
Iversen, 1958
Thurston et al, 1959
Massieu et al, 1954
Sanchez Moreno, 1950
Rodriguez Velasco, 1950
Sandoval Colmenares, 1951
Horna Acosta, 1951
Vasquez Vassalo, 1951
Vallejos Plantano, 1952
Zanona, 1951
Arevalo Padilla, 1952
Castillo la Rosa Sanchez, 1952
Costa Saenz, 1952
Urco Najera, 1953
Cisneros, Almontes, 1953
Cordova Urteaga, 1953
Mock Morales. 1953
Zambrano Royes, 1953
Collazo Chiriboga et al., 1952
Lantz and Gunasekera, 1957
Qureshi, 1951
Intengan et al, 1956
Sulit et al, 1953
Valenzuela, 1928
Nguyen-thi-lau and Richard, 1959
Niyogi et al, 1941
Setna et al, 1944
Chari, 1948
Airan et al, 1950

References not encountered in generally available compilation of data.
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TABLE III (continued)

Country
Asia (continued)
Sardine
Fresh-water (Bengal)
Europe
Germany
Roumania
Fresh-water (chiefly)
Spain
General (47 species)
Sardine
Saurel
Soviet Union
Sakhalin (herring)

References
Airan, 1950; 1951
Venkataraman and Chari, 1951
Hornell and Ramaswami, 1924
Basu and De, 1938
Saha and Guha, 1939
Skudd, 1936
Vintilescu, 1940
Rodriguez de la Heras and MendezIsla, 1952
Fernandez del Riego, 1948
Arevalo, 1948
Levanidov, 1950

varying amounts of protein, ranging from 92 to 30% of the dry solids, or
even less. Several earlier and recent listings of protein analyses in fish
are reviewed in Volume I, Chapter 6 by Jacquot and Chapter 11 by
Simidu. Besides Atwater's study in 1891, a U.S.D.A. bulletin by Langworthy (1898) merits mentioning. The following recent compilations
should also be consulted: Love et al. (1959) and Leung et ah (1952).
Unfortunately, as pointed out in reviews by Geiger (1948) and by
Jacquot (1950), most of these results have only limited value. One of
the most conspicuous errors is inadequate sampling (Stansby, 1953). In
many of the investigations, the samples were usually small in number,
did not represent the whole fish, and neglected such important factors
as the age and sex of the fish, seasonal variations, and the geographical
location of the catch. A listing of major studies giving data on the
protein content of various food fishes has been prepared (Table III).
It has recently been demonstrated (Karrick et al., 1956) that the pro
tein content of the fresh-water drum varies between such values as 14.5
and 19.9%, and in the Siskowets lake trout the range is still greater—5.9
to 17.8%. A more limited range was found in Pacific rockfish (17.320.8%) with no correlation between size of specimens, season of capture
or handling (Thurston, 1961). The necessity of analyzing the whole fish
is emphasized by Dontcheff and Legendre (1938), who found that differ
ent parts of the albacore contained varying percentages of protein. This
naturally depends on whether edible or not. Red or blood meat, for
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example, contains more fat and less protein than white meat. Examinations by the senior author gave the values shown in Table IV.
TABLE

IV

ANALYSIS O F PRECOOKED T U N A M E A T (by

Species
Yellowfin (large)
Light meat
Dark meat
Yellowfin (small)
Light meat
Dark meat
Skipjack
Light meat
Dark meat
Albacore (Japan)
Light meat
Dark meat

Geiger)

Moisture ( % )

Protein ( % )

Fat ( % )

66.6
66.7

32.2
31.0

0.6
1.3

67.1
66.7

31.0
27.6

0.7
2.6

67.5
66.4

30.0
28.7

0.3
2.2

68.1
67.4

30.0
28.9

1.2
2.5

Tuna fish caught off the Cape Verde islands held the highest protein
figures for all foods of animal origin, namely 22.5% (Busson et ah,
1953). Setna et al. (1944) analyzed a number of marine fishes from Bombay and found the protein content to vary between 15 and 25%. Chari
(1948) reports on Madras coast fishes, varying between 14.5% protein
for sardine, 22.9% for a shark ("sauru"), and 23.8% for a tuna (T.
macropterus). A special feature is the extraordinarily high protein figures for a number of cheap, despised species, while several fishes considered delicacies show lower figures. Several fishes belonging to this
latter group are seasonal, while the neglected species are available the
year round, and constitute the cheapest animal protein available on the
food market (Setna et al, 1944). Pakistan fishes also show greater variation
from 9.1% in Bombay duck to 24.1% in "mahseer" (Qureshi, 1951).
Philippine fishes vary between 15.7 and 23.9% protein (Valenzuela, 1928).
Regional food fishes in Vietnam show a range of 13 to 25% (Nguyen-thilau and Richard, 1959). The highest values are attributed to "cathu"
(Cybium
commersoni).
Data by Bailey (1951) indicate that the protein content of halibut
showing the defect of "chalkiness" is higher as compared to that'of normal halibut. Consequently, chalky halibut is, from a nutritive standpoint,
unexpectedly superior to normal halibut, unless some as yet unrecognized
factor might partially invalidate this conclusion.
The reverse phenomenon is characteristic for the so-called "jellied"
condition in the flesh of many large North American plaice, rendering
them unsuitable for the market. Jellied fillets have, on the average (in
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percentages of total weight), over 4% more water and over 4% less
protein than normal fillets. In the jellied fillets the myosin fraction is
reduced and the stroma fraction increased in terms of percentage of
the total nitrogen. It was concluded that parallel with the jellying went
a protein emaciation caused by the gonads having priority in use of pro
tein. Many large plaice in the colder-water areas are incapable of pro
viding for body repair and growth and at the same time keeping up the
development of sexual products (Templeman and Andrews, 1956). A
jellied flesh also occurs after attacks by some protozoans (see Chapter 14,
Volume I).
Plankton-feeding fishes appear to show higher protein values than
fishes feeding otherwise (Marinkovic and Zei, 1959). Hibernating carp
show a decrease in both protein and free amino acids. Two-year-old
specimens had a slightly different flesh protein composition as compared
to one-year specimens (Sorvachev, 1959). Information on such causal
relationships between feed with respect to food organisms, and the final
flesh composition of the fish, as well as the effect of other ecological
factors, is extremely scanty. This field merits extended research.
Koval'chuk (1954b) found no seasonal variations in the serum protein
components of two cultivated fish species. The total protein content and
the albumin concentration in both were lower in the cold season (water
temperature 9-14 ° C ) , when the motility and food intake were low, than
in warm season (17-23 ° C ) . The variation of the total serum protein
content appeared to be more dependent on that in the albumin fraction
than in the globulin fraction. This may indicate that the albumin frac
tion is more closely related to the nutrition and metabolism of fish and
that it is readily variable. Wild fish contained more hemoglobin, greater
total serum protein content and higher serum albumin concentration
than did the cultivated ones. In the warm season, when the food intake
and motility were large, the composition of serum proteins of cultivated
fish aproached that of wild fish. The findings are important to the arti
ficial raising of fish for methods of procuring a nutritionally equivalent
product.
An error is frequently introduced into the values for protein content
through the determination method itself. Most authors, particularly in
nutrition experiments, determine the nitrogen content of the fish by using
the Kjeldahl method. They multiply the values obtained by 6.25 to
derive figures representing the protein content, based on the assumption
that fish protein contains 16% nitrogen. This method was recently crit
ically reviewed by Dietrich (1956), who suggested that, on the basis of
his examination of herring, it would be more correct to use a factor of
5.72. This error is confounded by the fact that the determination of total
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nitrogen includes several fractions that differ nutritionally from muscle
protein. An example is the noncoagulable "gelatin-type protein" of low
biological value, which apparently is found in fish, but not necessarily
more than in other meats. Present are, however, other "extractives,"
including substantial amount of free amino acids. Strictly speaking all
these additional nitrogenous compounds do not represent true protein.
They amount to 9-14% of the total nitrogen in flatfish and gadoids, 1418% in the herring group, and 34-38% in the elasmobranchs (see special
tables, Walford and Wilber, 1955). This error becomes particularly
apparent in this last fish group, where much of the nitrogen occurs as urea.
Protein calculation in this case may be seriously misleading, as in the
case of dogfish (Stansby, 1953).
The nature and quantities of such extractives have been discussed by
Jacquot and Creac'h (1950), Tarr (1958), and Shewan (1951, 1955).
Certain of these substances, such as the amino acids and noncoagulable
proteins, are capable of participating in the production of other amino
acids. These are nonessential amino acids since various fishes studied
lack the ability of synthesizing amino acids belonging to the indispensa
ble group. In addition, other biologically important compounds may be
formed. All these constituents may in turn contribute to the biological
value of the true protein. It is also conceivable that free amino acids
may not only supplement existing proteins but also participate in their
actual synthesis. All these factors may influence a true evaluation of a
fish protein—both negatively and positively. The extracted protein may
show lower values than they exhibit when actually consumed in the fish
flesh together with the pool of amino acids. Other compounds such as
urea are, unless given to ruminants, nutritionally almost inert. Atwater
(1892) investigated gelatinous material of a proteinaceous nature, which
accounted for a substantial part of the protein (19.5% of total protein
in the herring, 16.4% in the haddock, and 5.5% in the salmon). Such
gelatinous material, which has a low nutritional value by its own merit,
could, however, be important as a supplement.
So it is evident that when the protein content of fish is determined
without correcting for the presence of noncoagulable protein and nonprotein nitrogenous substances, an error is introduced into feeding experi
ments which may seriously affect the results, i.e., the biological evaluation
of a particular fish protein source. It would be desirable to determine the
distribution of total nitrogen present in the edible portions of the more
important varieties of fish in order that corrections could be made in
the final nutritional calculations of such experiments.
For some fishes the total amino acid content is given, without a clear
distinction between protein-bound and free acids. Such separate values
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are available, for instance, for the Manila sea catfish (Aurius manillensis)
(Galvez and Santos, 1932). The change in composition with age has
been studied in a few instances (Manon, 1937).
Several studies are available concerning the biochemical characteristics of fish muscle proteins (Weber, 1933; Roth, 1947; Hamoir, 1953,
1955) (see also Chapter 9 by Dyer and Dingle in Volume I ) . These investigations are not taken into consideration in this review, unless they are
essential to an understanding of the nutritive merits of fish. Indications
are that elasmobranchs lack albumin (Irisawa and Irisawa, 1954). The
curative effect by tradition ascribed to fish blood may possibly be explained by recent findings by Drilhon and Fine (1957). They discovered
that most fish contain high relative amounts of globulins as compared to
albumins. Such fresh-water fish as carp and eel are, when well fed,
very potent sources.
One important finding deserves mention. In two fresh-water fishes—
perch and pope—the carbohydrate figures as percentage of protein are
high (3.2-4.4%). In addition, 0.4-1.0% glucosamin was found. Several
sulfur- and glucosamin-containing mucins and phosphoproteins were also
reported (Schormüller and Ballschmieter, 1951).
III. Methods of Appraisal

The methods for evaluating the nutritive value of fish proteins follow
closely those that have been developed for proteins in other food commodities. No effort will, therefore, be made to survey these procedures.
Reference is merely made to some important reviews (Mitchell, 1944,
1946; Block and Mitchell, 1946; Allison, 1949, 1955; Spector et al, 1954;
Nilson, 1955; Miller, 1956; Anonymous, 1956; Adrian and Rerat, 1958),
and major papers in this area (Kokoski, 1947; Kiihnau, 1949; Allison,
1951; Carpenter, 1951; Oser, 1951; Mitchill, 1954; Miller and Bender,
1955; Bender and Doell, 1957; Carpenter, 1958; Harding-Chargonnet
et al, 1958; Chapmann et al, 1959; Nehring and Wünsche, 1959). The
methods for establishing the amino acid requirements of man have also
been improved, indicating variations in this respect with regard to age,
sex, physical condition, etc. (Leverton, 1954; Anonymous, 1958a; and
several others). In transferring the findings from basic evaluations into
practical application, the digestibility enters into the picture as a determining factor (see two following paragraphs); so does availability (Linkswiler et al, 1958). The simultaneous presence of other nutrients also has
a modifying effect of sparing or accelerating the use of protein (Geiger,
1951).
Miller, together with Bender (1955), developed the concept of the
coefficient for net protein utilization ( N P U ) . This is related to the bio-
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logical value (BV) and digestibility (CUD) in the following way:
NPU = B V X C U D . Bender and Doell (1957) reported good correlation between the protein efficiency ratio (PER) and net protein utilization. Miller's method is less time-consuming and less laborious than the
classical Mitchell method for determining the BV. A similar shortened
version was later presented by Njaa (1959).
Recently, Sheffner et al. (1956) described an in vitro method for a
pepsin digest-residue (PDR) index that purports to measure accurately
the net utilization value or biological value, multiplied by the digestibility of food proteins. This new procedure takes into account not only
changes in total amino acid content, but also the enzymic availability
of the component amino acids. In 1959, Chapman et al. presented a new,
more reliable bioassay method for evaluating protein efficiency ratios
(PER).
Due to amino acid absorption losses on the paper chromatograms
based on the color produced by reaction with ninhydrin, such analyses
are not very precise. A simple, rapid method for the quantitative determination of amino acids in protein that eliminates this difficulty was
presented by Yermakova in 1957.
IV.

Biological Value

Systematic investigations of the nutritive value of fish proteins were
initiated in 1918 by Drummond. He isolated the proteins of herring, cod,
and salmon by means of heat coagulation in an acid medium, followed
by consecutive extractions with water, hot alcohol, and ether. This protein extract was determined to be as effective as beef protein and superior to casein in promoting the growth of rats when fed at a 6% level.
Drummond came to the conclusion that because of its nutritive value
fish should figure prominently in the diet of the British nation as ä "substitute" for meat. In 1919, Suzuki et al. found that sardine protein fed at
a 5% level maintained the normal weights of rats and that a diet containing 7% skipjack protein promoted a normal growth of young rats
(see also Suzuki et al, 1920). At the same time in the United States
Holmes (1918) conducted the first experiment to determine the nutritive
value of fish protein in humans. Although these experiments were not
designed in an entirely satisfactory way, the author was able to conclude
that fish (butterfish, Boston mackerel, grayfish, and salmon) represents
food of high digestibility and nutritive value for the purpose of human
nutrition. Kik and McCollum (1920) maintained, also on the basis of
rat experiments, that fish was not quite as effective in maintaining growth
as were beef, kidney, or liver protein.
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Investigations in the following years confirmed these earlier findings.
Kik and McCollum (1927) investigated the quality of haddock and herring protein and found that both produced a satisfactory growth, but
herring seemed to be somewhat superior to haddock. Terroine (1933)
reported the biological value of haddock flesh to match that of beef and
milk. Flesh of cod was somewhat lower, but still exceeded the value for
casein (see figures below). The nitrogen balance method of Thomas
(1909) was employed in his study.
The biological values of these fish, as measured on man, were: haddock,
103; cod, 88; beef, 104; milk, 99; casein, 66. It is difficult to conceive
why this difference was manifested between cod and haddock. In most
later studies no basic differences have been observed between the proteins of these two fishes. Several such nitrogen balance studies are available on United States fish meals by Schneider (1932), on East Indian
fish by Basu and De (1938), and salt-water and fresh-water (Bengal)
fish by Basu and Gupta. Carere Comes (1936) compared fish flesh and
beef as to their nutritive value and found them equivalent. Lanham and
Lemon (1938) followed the growth of rats that had been fed either acidextracted beef or fish protein at a 9% level for 10 weeks. The animals
receiving fish protein grew better than those fed beef protein. A sample
of red snapper protein, damaged in extraction, gave poor results. Correcting for differences in consumption, the various kinds of fish protein
showed values of 80 to 90%, while that of beef protein was 63%, expressed in percentages of the nutritive value of oyster protein. In all
cases the growth effects of protein from three Bengal fishes was superior
to that of casein on 5 and 10% levels. On a 15% level, no differences
were noted. The biological value of these three fishes differs somewhat,
one species, "air," always being more efficient on a 5% level (Saha,
1940b). A high biological value for other East Indian fishes was also
reported by Appanna and Devadatta (1942). Sekine (1926a) compared
in rat experiments the growth promoting effect of cherry salmon against
that of the mollusk, Tapes philipphiarum, and found the fish flesh
superior—approximately 25% higher.
Beveridge (1947a) carried out growth investigations. Beef cuts
roughly representing the entire steer, egg protein, and samples of ling cod,
halibut, lemon sole, white spring salmon, herring, and red snapper were
compared. Instead of the solvents being extracted, the samples were
autoclaved, pressed, minced, dehydrated at 60°C. to a water content of
2 to 4%, ground to a meal, and incorporated into the diet of rats at a
8% level. After correction for varying food intakes, statistical analysis
of the gain in weight per gram of ingested protein indicated that the
values for fish protein were higher than those for beef or egg protein.
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On a 12% level the protein efficiency ratio was 3.30 for halibut, 3.19 for
beef, and 2.89 for casein.
Slightly different results were obtained by Nilson et al. (1947). Fish
and beef samples containing, on the basis of the nitrogen content, 86-97%
protein were prepared by thorough acetone extraction. This material was
included in a basal diet at a 9% level along with 1.5% protein, derived
from other such sources as yeast, wheat germ, and cornstarch. Although
the rats that received the fish protein grew noticeably better than those
that received the beef protein, adjustment for variation in consumption
removed this difference. The presence of additional protein constituents
may have modified the apparent nutritive properties of the protein being
tested, and pair feeding experiments would probably have yielded more
reliable results than the recalculation of data employed; nevertheless,
these experiments demonstrate that fish protein is at least equal to beef
protein in the promotion of growth in rats. In addition, by means of
fecal nitrogen analyses, it was shown that the apparent digestibility of all
of the proteins investigated was approximately the same and averaged
89.9%. Noteworthy is the fact that the seventeen fish species were approximately equal in their protein value. No difference was observed
between marine and fresh-water fish.
Swordfish protein has also been shown to be equal or superior to
beef or chicken protein at equivalent feed and protein intakes in promoting the growth of rats (Lopez-Matas and Fellers, 1947). An overwhelming number of studies support and justify the conclusion that fish
protein has a high biological value probably somewhat above that of
beef.
A number of authors have reported that, on the basis of rat growth
experiments, fish protein definitely has a greater nutritive value than
casein, when measured in terms of growth. In the experiments conducted
by Abderhalden (1936), for example, the body weight of 22 rats fed
purified cod protein increased 121% during a 59-day period, while that
of a group fed casein increased only 103%. Similar results were obtained
by Saha (1940a) who compared Bengal fish protein and casein, as shown
in the following tabulation:
Protein level

%

Fish

21
21
9
9

Mackerel
Casein
Tuna
Casein

Weight gain in
experimental rats ( 5 )
110
80
30.5
8

Lanham and Lemon (1938) compared the efficacy of various proteins
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in promoting growth and obtained the following values (weight gain of
white experimental mice per gram of protein): cod, 1.96; sardine, 2.03;
mackerel, 2.23; beef, 1.64.
Deuel et al. (1946a, b ) investigated some California fish (sardine, tuna,
and mackerel) in this respect. At all protein levels these proteins were
superior to casein, with a biological value on the average 50% higher,
but certain differences were observed as to blood-regenerating capacity
and hemoglobin production. At lower levels of protein intake, fish flour
from Philippine "dilis" (see Section XI) gave a better growth response
than casein (Alcaraz-Bayan and Leverton, 1957b). Costamaillere and Ballester (1956) showed that fish flour was as effective as whole milk powder in improving the growth rate of rats on a low-level diet. Fish protein
was matched only by whole egg powder as to PER according to investigations by Chapman et al. (1959). Spanish investigations on two marine
fishes (hake and croaker) arrived at similar results. Taking the net protein utilization of powdered egg as 100, the average value for fresh hake
was 88.8 (Pujol and Varela, 1958). Fish flour was superior to casein in
rat experiments on a 7 and 10% level and equivalent on a 15% level
(Morrison and Campbell, 1960). An almost opposite finding was reported by Lindner et al. (1960). Carp protein was exceeded in biological
value by casein and potato protein. Several fishmeal samples showed a
protein value superior to that of nonfat milk solids and whole eggs (Nehring and Wünsche, 1959).
In feeding tests with prematurely born babies, freeze-dried fish powder as a protein supplement to the human milk was, as to growth curves,
quite comparable to those for casein (Schäfer and Griittner, 1957). Lean
fish, furthermore, contains more protein per 100 calories than do dry milk
solids. Nonfatty fishes, consequently, are excellent ingredients in protein-rich dietary prescriptions (Wenderoth, 1960).
Another interesting comparison was made possible by the recent
commercial availability of canned, strained fish products which have been
introduced as a result of the observation that fish is well tolerated and
highly nutritious when included in the diet of infants. Using a low
temperature and "freshly prepared dried skim milk product" as a standard, the nutritive properties of strained yellowfin tuna and other strained
products such as beef, veal, pork, and lamb have been studied (El Rawi
and Geiger, 1952). Both ad libitum and paired feeding experiments with
infantile rats indicated that the average gain per gram of nitrogen consumed was in all instances greatest in the groups fed the skim milk,
while the growth observed in the groups fed fish was somewhat greater
than in those receiving the meat products. Equalization of the mineral
and lactose contents of these protein sources did not eliminate these
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differences. Cod protein matched fully or even surpassed milk protein
in infant feeding (Schäfer and Grüttner, 1957).
The protein efficiency ratio of canned Atlantic sardine was established
as 2.8-2.9 in a recent experimental study with rats (Lanteaume et al.,
1959).
Due to the economical importance of poultry feeding, the nutritive
value of fish protein in the feeding of chicken has also been thoroughly
investigated. Almquist (1957) in an excellent review concluded that . . .
"high quality fishmeal is a complete source of amino acids (for the
chicken) . . . actually it is one of the few sources of protein that will
support normal chick growth entirely by itself. Meat scrap tends to give
a surplus of lysine and arginine but a deficiency in the sulfur amino acids
and tryptophan. Milk proteins are known to be deficient in arginine for
the chick but are good sources for lysine and tryptophan." (See further
Chapter 9, Section IV.)
In addition to growth, body-weight and maintenance experiments,
studies involving nitrogen balance techniques and the rate of restitution
of blood proteins have confirmed the fact that fish contains protein of a
high biological value. Deuel et al. (1946a) established that casein and
fish protein were equally efficient in restoring plasma protein, but the
latter were better with respect to the regeneration of hemoglobin. Studies
on man (Wilson, 1949) and with dogs (Whipple and Robscheit-Robbins,
1926) support the contention that fish protein is not superior to casein
with regard to the production of hemoglobin. In unpublished experiments, Geiger found that paired feeding of either beef or fish protein to
protein-depleted rats resulted in almost identical rates of repletion. The
more recent and expedient methods developed for the determination of
the biological value of proteins as described by Allison (1955), Miller
and Bender (1955) have only recently been extensively applied to
the evaluation of fish protein. The net protein utilization (NPU) for a
number of fish meals and fish flours ranged from 18 to 80 (Bender and
Haizelden, 1957). There is a good possibility that such tests in the
future may reveal small differences in the biological values of the various
kinds of fish and that such differences may be of considerable theoretical
importance. It is evident, however, that questions of price, taste, and
availability will continue to be more decisive factors in the choice of
high-grade fish protein for practical nutrition.
In summary, the nutritive value of fish proteins may be assessed in
several ways: (a) the nitrogen balance method, using experimental rats,
(b) employing liver enzymes from rats, (c) using xanthine oxidase, ( d )
using ct-amino-oxidase, (e) study of changes in creatinine nitrogen in
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urine of rats, (f) the rat or chick growth method for determining availability of lysine, or (g) study of the growth of rice moth larvae.
V. Amino Acid Composition

In order to evaluate fully the nutritive value of fish protein, it is
desirable to establish its amino acid composition. Those data that have
been published during the past 30 years employing chemical, enzymic,
microbiological, and Chromatographie methods for the amino acid determinations have been compiled and reviewed by Geiger (1948), Block
and Boiling (1951), and others. Many of these data were obtained
without the benefit of the more recent technical improvements, and
besides that, the method of amino acid determination as well as the
sampling procedures and the method employed for the hydrolysis of the
protein frequently were unsatisfactory. In addition, the values presented
by different investigators are not strictly comparable, since the variable
nonprotein nitrogen content of fish has in many cases not been considered in the calculation of the amount or proportion of amino acid present.
These reasons probably account for the variation seen in the values tabulated in Table V.
TABLE V
T H E AMINO ACID COMPOSITIONS OF THE FLESH OF FOUR BRITISH FOOD FISHES 0

Composition (grams/100 g. ;protein)
Cod

Haddock

Lemon
sole

Herring

11.61
5.79&
6.11»
17.40
4.27
5.20
6.99
5.68
3.22
4.68
9.31
4.25
4.67
11.02
3.67
6.99
1.38
1.43

11.80
5.70&
6.05*
16.65
4.73
5.00
6.94
5.85
3.42
5.47
8.70
4.08
4.85
10.73
3.62
6.76
1.44
1.56

10.95
5.34*
5.63&
16.95
4.40
5.06
7.35
6.00
2.02
5.09
9.59
4.10
4.73
10.29
3.69
7.33
1.42
1.41

Amino acid
Aspartic acid
Threonine
Serine
Glutamic acid
Proline
Glycine
Alanine
Valine
Methionine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Tyrosine
Phenylalanine
Lysine
Histidine
Arginine
Cystine/2
Tryptophan
a
&

10.64
5.26ö
5.38&
16.57
4.20
5.08
7.19
5.79
2.07
4.88
9.31
4.04
4.67
10.32
3.47
6.74
1.42
1.32

Source: Connell and Howgate ( 1 9 5 9 ) .
Corrected for hydrolytic losses.
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The only early data relating to the composition of fish muscles are
furnished by hydrolysis of the muscle of halibut by Osborne and Heyl
(1908) and by Okuda and Oyama (1916). These Japanese researchers
compared their halibut findings with those of Fagrus major, one of the
most common Japanese food fish. Broadly evaluated, these two species
were quite similar. The following differences were, however, noted.
Fagrus had higher contents of phenylalanine, but contained less proline
and aspartic acid compared to the halibut. Major deviations were found
in alanine and glutamic acid. More than 1% of the ash- and moisturefree flesh substance was constituted by alanine in Fagrus, while halibut
contained only traces. Conversely, halibut was a very rich source of
glutamic acid (10.1%) as against 1.6% for Fagrus (Okuda and Oyama,
1916).
Most studies agree that the amino acid pattern of fish protein closely
approximates that found in any other class of animal protein (Osborne
and Heyl, 1908; Beach et al, 1943; Greenhut et al, 1946, 1947, 1948; Ney
et al., 1950; Joshi et al., 1958; Lyman and Kuiken, 1949; Millares and
Fellers; 1948; Stansby, 1953) (see Table VI). Dunn (1947) employed
identical methods for the analysis of beef, pork, and fish protein, which
clearly substantiated this view. This is to be expected since the edible
portion of fish, beef, lamb, pork, chicken, turtle, frog, and many other
animals consists principally of muscle tissue which is structurally and
functionally of a similar nature.
Innumerable analyses of the amino acid composition of fish protein
have been published since Geiger (1948) and Jacquot and Creac'h
(1950) presented their reviews. Available major listings such as Harvey
(1958), Orr and Watt (1958), and Love et al (1959) are far from complete (see also Table VII). A few general conclusions can, nevertheless,
be drawn from these figures.
The relative composition of fish proteins, although resembling that of
mammalian meat, generally has lysine and histidine on a high level and
occasionally methionine and tryptophan on the low side. Rosedale (1929)
had previously underlined the fact that fish flesh differed from mammalian meat in its higher content of diamino nitrogen, chiefly these first
two amino acids plus arginine. Lysine is frequently 30% above that of
beef (Edwards et al., 1946, and several others). Block and Boiling (1945)
and Beach et al. (1943) maintain the lysine level to be approximately
the same for beef and fish protein. A certain deficiency prevails in phenylalanine, isoleucine, and particularly methionine. This latter frequently
shows high values (see p. 54). In most cases cystine, together with
methionine, is the limiting acid, particularly in marine species. A few
exceptions to this general rule will be discussed later (p. 55). On the

0

&

5.5
5.4
5.0
7.4
8.5
2.8
3.8
4.5
1.0
5.2

Pacific
mackerel
(6)

VI

Atlantic0
herring
7Λ
1.9
6.2
7.1
8.3
2.6
3.6
4.1
0.8
5.4

Pacific
sardine
(8)
5.1
4.7
4.6
7.2
8.4
2.8
3.7
4.3
1.0
5.2

Atlantic
sardine
(6)
5.5
2.4
4.0
7.1
7.8
2.7
3.4
4.4
0.8
5.0

Sources: Neilands et al., 1949; Dunn et al., 1949.
Figures in parentheses in column headings indicate number of samples.
Data for Atlantic herring from Böge ( 1 9 6 0 ) .

5.8
3.8
5.2
7.2
8.1
2.7
3.5
4.9
1.0
5.4

Amino acid

Arginine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Valine

α

Atlantic
mackerel
(6)

TABLE
CONTENT OF FISH AND M E A T S A M P L E S ^

5.8
2.6
4.9
7.3
8.0
3.0
3.7
4.4
0.9
5.6

Salmon
(6)

(Values given as per cent of protein, N X 6.25)

AVERAGE AMINO Acm

&

6.4
3.5
4.9
7.9
8.9
2.5
3.8
4.2
1.0
5.4

Tuna
(8)

5.3
5.7
4.7
7.2
8.3
2.8
3.5
4.5
1.0
5.1

Beef
(2)

6.1
3.6
5.0
7.8
8.7
2.7
3.8
4.5
1.0
5.2

Whole
ham
(4)
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TABLE

VII

SELECTED REFERENCES TO REVIEWS ON A M I N O Acm COMPOSITION O F F I S H FLESH®

Continent, country, and type of fish
Africa
Belgian Congo
Katanga fishes
Asia
India
Salt-water fish
Fresh-water fish
Bombay fishes

Bengal Bay
Indonesia
Fresh-water fish

Japan
Pacific coast
Tuna
Malaya
Singapore horse mackerel
South America
Brazil
"Paiche" (Pirarucu)
Peru

Venezuela
Europe
Sardine
Holland
Portugal
Hungary
Poland
Baltic cod
Spain
Sweden
a See also Table VI.

Reference

Baruh and Gillard, 1959

Venkataraman and Chari, 1957
Chari, 1957
Airan and Master, 1953
Sarkar and Raha, 1954
Airan and Master, 1953
Kulkarni, 1953
Master and Magar, 1954
Valanju and Sohonie, 1957a, b
Joshi et al, 1958
Böse et al, 1958
Dupont, 1958
Sugimura et al, 1954
Matsuura et al, 1954
Sekine and Akiyama, 1926
Könosu et al, 1958
Rosedale, 1929
Rosedale and Oliveiro, 1930

Giral and Anza, 1951
Moreno, 1950
Hortencia Oliveros, 1951
Gallegos Villa, 1953
Morales Gallego, 1953
Injante La Rosa, 1954
Jaffe et al, 1956
Dunn, 1947
de Man and Zwiep, 1955
Gongalves-Ferreira, 1952
Lindner et al, I960
Dabrowski and Ganowiak, 1959
Pujol and Varela, 1958
Ägren, 1944, 1949, 1951
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TABLE VII (continued)

Continent, country, and type of fish
North America
Salt-water (Atlantic coast)
United States
Alaska pollock
Trout
Canada
Mexico
Miscellaneous
Mexican carp

Reference
Teeri et al., 1957
Landgraf, 1953
Block, 1959

Cravioto et al., 1953
Massieu et al., 1954
Villadelmar et al., 1956-57

whole, it can be concluded that the structure of flesh proteins in different
vertebrate animals, including that of fish, is essentially the same (Sarkar
and Raha, 1954; Joshi et al, 1958).
As pointed out by Deas and Tarr (1947), two one-pound loaves of
bread prepared from flour furnish as much tyrosine as one pound of fish
flesh; in tryptophan, three loaves are equivalent to this amount of fish,
and five loaves are needed for a comparable amount of threonine. The
greatest discrepancy occurs with regard to lysine. It would take eight
loaves of bread to supply as much lysine as occurs in one pound of
average fish flesh. Thus lysine is the chief limiting factor. Pound for
pound, fish can be said to be eight times more valuable than bread in
supplying this essential dietary factor. Fish flesh, however, almost com
pletely lacks the carbohydrate constituents so characteristic of many
foods of plant origin.
Ambe and Sohonie (1957c) established that shark and skate fish pro
teins in comparison to casein contained more basic amino nitrogen, while
casein is richer in nonbasic amino acids. Therefore, one or more of the
amino acids, arginine, histidine, lysine, and cystine, which go to form
this fraction, must be present in larger amounts in the fish protein than
in casein.
These two fish proteins were very rich in lysine, arginine, alanine,
glutamic acid, threonine, and cystine. Casein was superior only with
respect to phenylalanine, tyrosine, and proline. In a later study devoted
to EAA, it was found that casein was superior to skate and shark protein
in threonine and tryptophan, while these same fish proteins were superior
to casein in arginine, isoleucine, and methionine (Masheklar and Sohonie,
1959). The differences in the concentrations of the amino acids in these
two fish proteins are not so marked as to suggest a definite rating between
the two. It may thus be concluded that both shark and skate are quite
comparable, if not superior, to casein, as far as the amino acid compo-
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sition is concerned, and consequently could readily serve as a cheap
substitute in correcting the deficiencies of a number of essential amino
acids, especially when the dietary proteins are poor in lysine, arginine,
and cystine.
Complete analyses of fish flesh are few. The most comprehensive are
those by Connell and Howgate (1959), Könosu et al. (1956), and Ito
(1957). The British study covers such major European food fishes as
cod, haddock, herring, and lemon sole. The Japanese paper covers cor
responding food fishes from that country, such as the Pacific sardine,
sockeye salmon, carp, Japanese horse mackerel, nine species altogether.
Lindner et al. (1960) reported on the amino acids in the flesh of the
common carp. Only one near-complete analysis of the amino acids in
the flesh is available from earlier years (Agren, 1944). His results, how
ever, deviate markedly from more recent figures.
Fragmentary analyses are reported: three from cod (Abderhalden
et al, 1936; Neilands et al, 1949; Beach et al, 1943), three from had
dock (Lahiry and Proctor, 1956; Edwards et al., 1946; Proctor and Bhatia,
1950), and one on the Atlantic herring (Neilands et al, 1949), but none
for lemon sole appear to have been published. Such studies in print
have been restricted mostly to one or several of the nutritionally im
portant amino acids threonine, valine, methionine, cystine, isoleucine,
leucine, phenylalanine, lysine, histidine, arginine, and tryptophan (e.g.,
Pottinger and Baldwin, 1946). On the whole, the figures from the study
of Connell and Howgate (1959) are slightly higher than those in earlier
publications—see further Table V. This is particularly true of threonine,
leucine, phenylalanine, lysine, and histidine. These United Kingdom
values agree well with the complete Japanese findings (Könosu et al,
1956). Two exceptions are for histidine, where the Japanese results are
lower, and aspartic acid, where the rather variable content of this amino
acid found in the Japanese species is not apparent in the British values.
Carp appears to be low in threonine and phenylalanine (Petrenko and
Karasikova, 1957).
The amino acid composition of the flesh of wild and cultivated trout
varies only slightly under the influence of different natural and artificial
diets (Block, 1959). Preliminary findings on the synthesis of the muscle
protein from amino acids in the feed such as chironomids, the cladocers,
(Daphnia), and various presscakes were reported by Petrenko and Kara
sikova (1957).
As a whole, fish proteins from different species seem to vary insig
nificantly (Connell and Howgate, 1959). In other words, fish muscle
proteins are relatively uniform (Matsuura et al., 1955; Könosu et al,
1956). This can be extended to include even such major groups as
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teleosts and elasmobranchs, as well as salt-water and fresh-water fish
(Winter, 1949; Könosu et al, 1956). Fresh-water fish exhibit excellent
aminograms. Several such studies show this. Indonesian, Indian, and
German species have all been studied in this respect. Particularly superior nutritive value was shown by lake perch (Winter, 1949). Other
species analyzed—all with good quality protein—were ruff, roach, and
white beam. The protein of young perch carries a high amount of hexene
bases (Winter, 1949). The contrast to the figures referred to above may
be attributable to better methods of analysis now available, a better
recognition of the changes taking place in amino acids already in early
stages of spoilage, and to a more accurate distinction experimentally
drawn between the free amino acids and the true proteins.
One essential feature seems to be the comparatively high amount of
cc-amino nitrogen (65-75% ) actually built into the fish protein molecules.
This is apparent in European, as well as East Indian, species (Valanju
and Sohonie, 1957a-d).
A few particularly interesting cases may be mentioned. The Indian
pomfret ranks high in its over-all aminogram (Venkataraman and Chari,
1957). This is also the case with the agile Amazon species Arapaima
gigas (Hortencia Oliveros, 1951). Sekine (1921, 1926b) reported basic
differences in the amino acid composition of flesh protein in the male
and female of six species. Arginine, histidine, and cystine decrease, and
lysine becomes more abundant during build-up for spawning. It is suggested that this is explained by the conversion of arginine and histidine
into nuclear compounds. The protein in the male is richer in lysine and
arginine, but poorer in histidine as compared to the protein in the female.
If the amino acid composition of fish proteins shows few distinctive features, this is likewise true of their pool of free amino acids.
The constituents of this pool appear rather uniform, but the relative
amounts of individual amino acids show characteristics specific for almost each fish species (Duchateau and Florkin, 1954, 1957) (see also
p. 59).
The aminogram differences between red and white meat are minor
but, surprisingly enough, they are consistent and identical in all species
studied so far. It is noteworthy that the red meat of fish is closer to
the red meat of terrestrial animals than is the white flesh of fishes. Glycine, leucine, phenylalanine, and arginine are higher in red meat, while
lysine, aspartic and glutamic acids dominate in ordinary white meat
(Matsuura et al., 1955) (see further Section VII). Earlier investigations
by Sekine (1926b) show that red meat ("chiaf) contains more histidine
and less lysine, arginine, and cystine.
Indications are that the aminogram of the muscle changes during
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spawning. At any rate, the amino acid content, in terms of arginine,
histidine, methionine, tryptophan, and tyrosine, varies for muscle and
gonads of male and female Baltic herring at different stages of growth
(Petrenko and Karasikova, 1958). In female fish, as the ovaries matured,
the arginine content of muscle fell from 10 to 4.5% of the crude protein;
methionine and tryptophan were considerably reduced, but tyrosine only
slightly. In young male fish muscle, arginine and histidine rose, while
tyrosine fell from 4.2 to 2.9% as the gonads ripened. In the male gonads,
changes in arginine, histidine, and methionine were small, but tryptophan
and tyrosine fell sharply from 5.6 to 1.4 and from 6.2 to 0.7% of the
crude protein, respectively. In previous studies C. W. Greene (1919)
and C. H. Greene (1919) found that the protein content of spring salmon
muscle tissue dropped from 20.1 to 14.0%. A similar decline in these
protein fractions was observed by Duncan and Tarr (1958). Tarr (1959)
also reported in general a depletion of protein during the spawning of
sockeye salmon, somewhat more accentuated in female specimens than
in males.
A.

ESSENTIAL AMINO ACIDS

(EAA)

Various types of fish protein have been analyzed for the content of
EAA in desirable concentrations for human beings. Several researchers
(Pottinger and Baldwin, 1940, 1946; Beach et al, 1943; Block and
Boiling, 1945; Deas and Tarr, 1949; Dunn et al, 1949; Neilands et al,
1949; Goncalves Ferreira, 1952; Kulkarni, 1953; Edwards et al, 1955;
Matsuura et al, 1955; and Sanahuja and Seoane Rios, 1955-56) studied
the amino acid make-up of fish and found that fish and fish products
provide protein of the finest nutritive quality, when evaluated on the
basis of its content of EAA (Table VIII). Kraut (1957) studied the
quantities normally carried in a serving of 200 g. of white fish (see Table
IX). Lysine, threonine, isoleucine, leu cine, and valine are in excess,
while tryptophan, phenylalanine, and methionine are below the optimum
amount and in the order listed.
Japanese workers (Könosu et al, 1956) found that the content of
EAA in shark protein is much the same as in teleost fish. As noted pre
viously, the concentration of essential amino acids in protein of shark
and skate caught in Indian waters was superior to the corresponding
figure for casein. This suggests the value of these fish proteins as a sup
plement to deficient protein diets (Ambe and Sohonie, 1957c). Both
sharks and teleosts from the Bengal Bay constitute good sources of EAA,
with the exception of Bombay duck, which lacks methionine (Böse et al,
1958).
When the fish aminogram is compared to that of hen's egg protein,
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TABLE VIII
ESSENTIAL AMINO ACID CONTENT OF RAW FISH MUSCLE**

b

Amino acid

Shad

Haddock

Pomfret

Beef
muscle

Lysine
Arginine
Histidine
Leucine
Isoleucine
Valine
Threonine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan

9.8
5.7
2.3
7.7
5.0
6.2
4.1
2.8
3.7
1.1

8.6
5.7
1.9
7.5
5.4
5.6
4.2
2.8
3.7
0.9

10.8
5.4
1.9
7.3
5.0
4.0
4.4
2.6
3.2
0.9

8.7
6.1
3.6
7.8
5.0
5.2
4.5
2.7
3.8
1.0

α

Source: Lahiry and Proctor ( 1 9 5 6 ) .
The amino acid values are given as gram amino acid yielded by 100 g. of anhy
drous ash-free protein.
6

TABLE

IX

DAILY AMINO ACID REQUIREMENTS M E T THROUGH FISH SERVING*

Amino acid

Daily requirement
of 150-lb. man
(grams)

Amount in 200 g.
fish fillet
(grams)

Percentage covered
when consuming 200 g.
fish fillet

1.0
1.6
2.2
1.4
1.6
2.2
2.2
0.5

1.6
2.0
2.8
2.0
3.2
1.2
1.4
0.4

160
125
125
140
200
55
65
65

Threonine
Valine
Leucine
Isoleucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Tryptophan
β Source: Kraut (1957).

histidine and lysine generally occur in excess, while tryptophan is mark
edly low in fish protein (Saraiva de Costa, 1956).
The fermented fish sauce of the type nuoc-mam also constitutes a
good source of EAA (Nguyen-thi-lai, 1959), except of histamine which is
almost completely absent. The Vietnamese have from this source a daily
intake of 1.2 to 2.4 g. of nitrogen, depending on the social class. Most
of this nitrogen is in the form of amino acids and polypeptides (see
further Chapter 20, Volume III).
B.

SULFUR-CONTAINING AMINO ACIDS

1. General
More than 1% of the total dry matter of fish flesh consists of sulfur,
according to the findings of Airan and Master (1953) on eight samples
belonging to three major families. With one exception, there were more
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cystine than methionine. This contrasts with the findings of Nakae
(1942) and Tsuchiya (1944), who, working independently, found appre
ciably more methionine than cystine. Tsuchiya furthermore reports a
consistently high level of methionine in eight species studied (5.517.9%). Nakae (1942) found that the cystine content was rather stable
(0.4-1.2%), but the methionine varied a great deal (0.7-14.7%). Several
East Indian fresh-water food fishes have been analyzed with reference
to cystine and methionine (Airan, 1951; Airan and Powar, 1952). The
pike perch contains appreciably more methionine and cystine than beef
(Sharpenak et ah, 1937). The sulfur distribution in fish flesh protein was
particularly studied by Beveridge (1947b). A recent Spanish study has
investigated the distribution of sulfur amino acid in fishes of the perch
family (Rodriguez Rebollo, 1959).
2.

Methionine

A Soviet study of the amount of methionine in various fish proteins
found major differences between species, sufficient to justify specific
recommendations in this respect for their use in dietary (antifat) plan
ning (Gorozhankina, 1955), but further investigations are required. Ear
lier Soviet investigations found methionine highest in fish among all
major foods (Sharpenak and Eremim, 1935).
Japanese studies generally give methionine in the range of 2.0 to 3.9%
of the proteins (Tsuchiya, 1944; Ogata, 1951-52; Hatakoshi, 1953), while
Soviet investigation figures range from 1.6 to 2.3% (Gorozhankina, 1955).
Love's table gives values of 0.7-3.7, the low figures being for swordfish.
High values (3.6-3.9%) were reported in analyses of Peruvian marine
fishes (Pallardel Peralta, 1951; Garcia Terry, 1952; Injante La Rosa,
1954) as well as fresh-water species (Hortencia Oliveros, 1951). The
latter attain 4.2-3.4 g/100 g. of protein. East Indian studies show a lower
methionine content than in most other fishes. It was not even present in
the muscle tissues of the Indian marine fish Bombay duck (Venkataraman
and Chari, 1957; Böse et ah, 1958). It is also reported low in United
States marine fishes (Teeri et ah, 1957).
Herring meal is particularly high in methionine (Nehring and
Schwerdtfeger, 1957). In this case, comparison was made with cod,
analyzed for methionine by Abderhalden (1936). On the other hand,
there are several indications that heat-damaged meal may be low in
methionine, this acid becoming limiting.
Schormüller and Ballschmieter (1951) claim that fresh-water fish are
particularly potent in methionine. This might depend on the propor
tionately higher amount of sulfur encountered in fresh-water fish (see
further Chapter 8, Volume I). On the other hand, Sas (1953) in Chile,
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found that the albumin of carp was lower in methionine (0.585%) as
compared to stockfish and flounder (0.71%).
Some difficulties of the reliability of the methods used for determin
ing methionine are pointed out by Connell and Howgate (1959). They
analyzed four common British food fishes; cod, haddock, lemon sole, and
herring, as to methionine, comparing Chromatographie and chemical
analytical methods.
3. Cystine
In fish protein, cystine is four times more abundant than in casein
(Ambe and Sohonie, 1957a). Other East Indian fishes were analyzed for
cystine without comparing with casein (Mahadevan, 1950). This con
clusion is based on Chromatographie analyses of protein from sharks and
skates. In most other fishes from other geographical regions it is fre
quently low (Teeri et al, 1957). This was also true in two food fishes
from Bombay (Kulkarni, 1953). Taranova et al (1955) found fish pro
tein slightly richer than terrestrial meat proteins in this amino acid. In
freshly prepared muscle tissue of carp and eel, cysteine is nine times
more prevalent than cystine. This contrasts with egg albumin, where
cystine occurs in much greater quantities than cysteine (Okuda and
Katai, 1931).
C.

TRYPTOPHAN

In most fishes, tryptophan content is on the low side. This is stated
as a common characteristic of Scandinavian fish meals (Nordfeldt, 1952).
Indian investigators even maintain that this amino acid is completely
lacking in fishes belonging to the sardine group, e.g., the Indian sardine
and the oil sardine (Venkataraman and Chari, 1957). It seems less
likely that any fish could entirely lack tryptophan, since fish myosins
studied so far resemble each other greatly and contain this amino acid.
It is therefore conceivable that the low content of tryptophan could be
explained by the susceptibility of this amino acid particularly to brown
ing reactions in the preparation of samples. In fourteen marine Peruvian
fish tryptophan content ranged from 0.128 to 0.350 mg./100 g., when
calculated on a fresh-weight basis (Sanchez Moreno, 1950). Very low
values are also reported in fish from Angola (Saraiva da Costa, 1956).
In Pacific sardine, rayfish, and plaice, Japanese studies indicate that tryp
tophan content ranged from 1.36 to 1.83% on a moisture-free basis
(Iwamura and Yamoda, 1950-51).
In a recent critical study, Könosu and Matsuura (1960) reported that
consistently higher tryptophan values were obtained with the microbio
logical method after hydrolysis with barium hydroxide, than with the
sodium hydroxide ingestion method. The amount of tryptophan in raw
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fish flesh ranged from 1.25 to 1.35%, and variation among the species of
fish was quite small. Tryptophan content in canned and salt-dried fish
meats was almost at the same level as that in raw meat. It was also found
that the tryptophan content in muscle protein, on the other hand, was
considerably higher than that in flesh from which it was prepared.
According to Könosu and Matsuura this may be explained by the loss
of nonprotein nitrogen in extracting the protein for analysis. These
tryptophan values are higher than the average value (0.99%) given by
Orr and Watt (1957). Half of these latter data was derived from the
two studies by Neilands et al. (1949) and Dunn et al. (1949); altogether
eighty values were given for Atlantic and Pacific mackerel, Atlantic and
Pacific sardine, cod, salmon, and tuna.
This particular amino acid seems to be lower in the flesh of most
fishes than in meat of terrestrial animals, at least under Argentine conditions (Sanahuja, 1955) given in the following figures: pork, 0.8050.838%; beef, 0.715-0.835%; fish, 0.346-0.680%. Whale meat shows a
proportionately higher content of tryptophan than fish (see Section XV).
The flesh of pike perch exceeds beef in the amount of tryptophan
(Sharpenak et al., 1934); similar findings from fresh-water fishes are
reported by other Soviet investigators (Taranova et al, 1955) and by
Schormüller (1950).
D.

LYSINE

Lysine appears to be ample in fish flesh protein, frequently exceeding that found in other animal proteins (Teeri et al., 1957). Fish
generally is a more potent source of lysine than egg protein and approximately eight times more potent in lysine than bread (Deas and Tarr,
1947). The superior PER values for fish flour can be attributed to their
abundance of lysine (Morrison and Campbell, 1960); consequently, this
product constitutes an excellent supplement to bread and flour. The
aminogram proves that shark and skate protein is superior to casein
with respect to this amino acid.
Lysine accumulates in fish flesh during spawning and generally is
higher in males than females. Six major species were studied (Sekino,
1921,1926b).
Fish meal from ocean perch is particularly rich in lysine (Nehring
and Schwerdtfeger, 1957). It has been experimentally established in
human beings that the availability of lysine is good in fish flour (Gupta
et al, 1958). This is also true of dried fish autolyzate (Adrian et al,
1956).
Lea et al. (1960) suggested that when herring meal is overheated,
available lysine is reduced through the protein being subject to the
reacting effect of fat oxidation products.
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HlSTIDINE

The occurrence of histidine and the risks of this being a precursor
to the bacterial formation of histamine is analyzed in Chapter 10 of
Volume I. Several red-meat fishes are undoubtedly potent sources of
histidine. The protein of the fresh-water fish white bream shows a high
level of histidine (Winter, 1949). On the other hand, Airan and Powar
(1952) found wide variations as to Indian fresh-water fishes; some high
(Macrones singhala), others low (Muraena tile). Peruvian marine fish
show values ranging from 1.03 to 0.39% of the flesh tissue (Pallardel
Peralta, 1951; Injante La Rosa, 1954). Singapore fishes showed, in general, a high content of histidine (Rosedale, 1929). Taranova et al. (1955)
maintain that in general, fish proteins contain less histidine than do meat
proteins. Yudaev (1950) found that the fresh-water fish perch and carp
both contained large amounts of histidine, but no dipeptides. Despite
this finding, it has been established that histidine does not arise from a
hydrolysis of dipeptides. Histidine content in fish flesh drops during
spawning (see p. 52). Protein in female frequently is higher than that in
male tissue in this respect (Sekine, 1921).
F.

LEUCINE

Although leucine is generally high in fish protein (Teeri et al., 1957),
it shows relatively low values for Indian shark, silverbelly, and sole. In
other Indian species the leucine content varies greatly (Master and
Magar, 1954; Venkataraman and Chari, 1957).
G.

TYROSINE

Several Peruvian marine fishes show a fair amount of tyrosine in their
protein—0.31-0.77% on a fresh-weight basis (Sanchez-Moreno, 1950).
Fresh-water species show higher values, 2.0-3.6 g./100 g. protein. Pike
perch shows a higher amount of tyrosine than beef (Sharpenak et al.,
1934). On the other hand, the protein of sharks and skates contains less
tyrosine than casein.
Tyrosine appears as whitish blemishes on the product surface in a
crystallized form after extended proteolysis of herring semipreserves
(Borgstrom, 1953), fish pastes (Burrell, 1948) and caviar (Patron et al.,
1950). This phenomenon sometimes has been mistakenly taken as mold
growth. König and Grossfeld (1913) investigated in particular the special nature of caviar proteins and found them rich in ichthulin—in turn
carrying tyrosine as a prevailing amino acid.
H.

ARGININE

Arginine is twice as prevalent in shark and skate protein as in casein
(Ambe and Sohonie, 1957a). The prevalence of arginine was also estab-
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lished in two Indian teleosts ("ghol" and "mandeli") by Valanju and
Sohonie (1957b). Several Argentine fishes have been analyzed. High
values (5.9-5.8%) were reported for the Atlantic mackerel and the
South American hake (Mcrluccius gayi Guich) by Sanahuja and Seoane
Rios (1956).
In Baltic herring, as mentioned in Section V, the arginine, as well as
the methionine and tryptophan, content of muscle protein drops appre
ciably as the ovaries mature (Petrenko and Karasikova, 1958). If this
is true in most fish, the matter becomes complicated.
The arginine content of fish flesh is reduced during spawning (see
p. 52).
I.

THREONINE

Threonine is now and then indicated as being in short supply in the
flesh of various fishes. It has been specially studied in Japanese fishes
and is available therein in adequate quantities (Hatakoshi, 1953): 2.93.9% of total protein. Both marine and fresh-water fish are good sources.
J.

PHENYLALANINE

The range in Argentine fishes was given as 2.9-4.2% by Sanahuja and
Seoane Rios (1956). Baertich (1950) reported 5.1% of this acid. Sub
sequent analyses fall in the same range—see tables in this chapter, as
well as Block and Boiling (1945, 1951). Frequently quoted are the high
values found by Agren (1944). Doubt has been expressed as to their
validity (Baertich, 1950; Connell and Howgate, 1959).
K.

VALINE

This constitutes a limiting factor in Mexican carp—almost 30% below
the value for hen's egg protein (Villadelmar et al, 1956-57). It is also
low in the Mexican "pescado bianco" (Chirostoma ester Jordan) (Luz
Suarez et al, 1954).
L.

FREE AMINO ACIDS

The conception of nonprotein amino acids as a pool has become
clearer in latter years, chiefly due to chromatographical techniques which
allow a clear distinction between this group of exogenous amino acids,
and those which are protein-bound (Kühnau, 1949; Bigwood, 1953; Dabrowski and Ganowiak, 1959). The biochemical aspects of their function
and appearance are fully discussed in Chapter 11, Volume I, by Simidu.
Frequently, in nutritional studies the role of exogenic amino acids is not
clearly conceived. In experiments with fish flesh, nutritive effects are
commonly attributed to fish protein, overlooking the possibility that the
free amino acids may add to the total effect and thus be a decisive ele
ment in the final judgment as to merits of one fish over another.
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From this point of view, it is essential to be cognizant of the variation
that does pertain to this pool of amino acids. Its increase through proteolysis is less important than the variation due to environmental factors
and the breakdown by bacterial attack (Hughes, 1959). In herring,
taurine and histidine are quantitatively the prevalent compounds. Taurine appears to be resistant to bacterial activity, but histidine may be
converted into histamine. Most free amino acids increase during the
spoilage—very much dominated by proteolysis. Lysine and serine show
a drop. These changes need to be studied as to their nutritive effects. It
is not sufficient to establish the biochemical spoilage pattern with respect
to time. At any rate, it appears feasible to characterize fish quality as
reflected in spoilage through the absolute and relative amount of free
amino acids (Bramstedt and Worzbacher, 1960). The gradual appear
ance of tyrosine crystals on various fish products is discussed in Section
V, G.
Each species appears to have a characteristic basic composition of
its pool (Duchäteau and Florkin, 1954, 1957). Histidine is a unique
constituent which is entirely absent in most other animals, but quite high
in carp (Yudaev, 1950; Duchateau and Florkin, 1954), lamprey (Duchä
teau and Florkin, 1957), and the herring-mackerel-tuna group (Shewan,
1955). In this latter case, histamine appears during the initial spoilage.
This was confirmed for the herring by Hughes (1959).
Certain peculiarities were observed in the distribution of the dipeptides carnosine and anserine as well as of amino acids and glutamine in
different fish groups inhabiting the Black and White seas (Severin and
Vulfson, 1959). The muscle tissue of some species is devoid of carnosine
and anserine, but contains amino acids of which they are composed:
ß-alanine in the skate muscles and histidine amounting to 0.8 to 3.0% on
a net weight basis in the muscles of the pelagic group of teleosteans. In
sturgeon flesh, carnosine and ß-alanine have been detected; anserine and
ß-alanine occur in the skeletal muscles of the gadids, and in the salmonids
anserine and histidine were found. Among the percids no dipeptides
were found in the muscles, few amino acids, but large amounts of glu
tamine (90-200 mg.%). In the muscle tissue of fish caught in the White
Sea, great amounts of glycine (70-115 mg.%) and of ot-alanine (60-70
mg.%) were found.
Paper Chromatographie studies of Indian fish revealed the presence
of seven EAA appearing as exogenic, but no proline (Valanju and Sohonie, 1954). They undoubtedly play an important supplementing role and
may radically change the nutritive rating of individual fish proteins.
Minor differences prevail between spawning fish and migrating fast
ing fish. The ascending lamprey has, on the whole, the same relative
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amounts of free amino acids as the fasting, descending specimen. The
lamprey flesh is characterized by a high content of free histidine, glutamic acid, and glycine, the amounts of which correspond to the order
given. Farris (1958) reported, however, that California sardines fed a
balanced, complete diet showed a reduction in the amount of free amino
acids. Better growth conditions reduced the free amino acids and both
alanine and aspartic acid almost disappeared.
Duncan and Tarr (1958) reported a significant increase in the percentage of nitrogen in the nonprotein fraction of spawning spring salmon
owing to a decrease in the total nitrogen of the samples. The actual
composition of the fraction itself in terms of milligrams of nitrogen
remained constant.
There seem to be certain regular seasonal variations in the free amino
acid pool, particularly of glycine, glutamic acid, and taurine (Jones,
1959a). Jones (1955) established the presence of zinc-ion-activated anserinase, which triggers the release of L-methylhistidine and ß-alanine
prior to any bacterial invasion of the tissue.
Free amino acids, together with other nitrogenous extractives and
certain volatiles, affect flavor. This amount, as well as that of free sugars,
determines susceptibility to browning (Jones, 1959b), which may have a
detrimental effect on the nutritive value. Part of these free amino acids
may be due to proteolytic breakdown in spoilage or curing processing—
see further Section IX, B.
Nutritionally important is the finding by Baertich (1950) that the
relative amounts of the exogenic amino acids in fish flesh closely resemble those of human serum albumin. This might explain the remarkable
efficiency of fish flesh in curing protein deficiency diseases (Baertich,
1950). In several cases the amount of such exogenic acids reaches 67.6%
of the total nitrogen.
It is surprising that the fermented fish product nuoc-mam showed no
peptides in Chromatographie analyses, despite its proteolytic nature. An
appreciable number of the amino acids commonly found in fish were
identified, with the exception of histidine (Blass and Richard, 1952). In
addition, two or possibly three amino acids characteristic for bacteria
were found (Toury et ah, 1958).
Also, in Scandinavian semipreserves of herring and sprat ("anchovies") a gradual proteolytic breakdown takes place. Several free amino
acids appear in the brine (Borgstrom, 1950, 1953; Alm, 1956) (see also
Chapter 13, Vol. III). Presumably, these products play an important
supplemental role in an extreme bread and porridge diet. This is also
the nutritional significance of the fermented fish products of southeast
Asia (Rose, 1959).
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PROTAMINES

Other important sources of amino acids are the natural protamines.
These are discussed in detail in Chapter 11 by Simidu in Volume I.
Salmine and clupeine are the two best studied protamines (Block et al.,
1949). Salmine contains seven amino acids (Corfield and Robson, 1953;
Phillips, 1955; Callanan et al, 1957). The ratios of the seven amino acids
occurring in the salmine molecule are arginine (34); proline ( 4 ) ; serine
(4); valine ( 3 ) ; glycine ( 3 ) ; alanine ( 1 ) ; and isoleucine ( 1 ) . The molecular weight of this compound has been calculated from analytical
data as 7000 (Velick and Udenfriend, 1951). There seem to be only
minor deviations as to the amino acid sequence between species. Using
ion-exchange chromatography, this was reported to be true for the Pacific
sardine and chum salmon (Ando et al, 1959). On the other hand, it
appears evident that most protamines are heterogeneous and cannot be
defined as one single compound. The composition of clupeine is influenced by the spawning maturation of the gonads (Waldschmidt-Leitz
and Gudernatsch, 1957).
The relative distribution of amino acids in salmon roe was generally
uniform, being significantly altered only by maturity. Most of the amino
acids are present in growing quantities with increasing maturity. The
arginine and tryptophan levels proved quite constant, however, whereas
the threonine content decreased with maturity. These trends were much
more noticeable during the most immature stages of the roe. The essential amino acid content of salmon roe is found to be very similar to that
for beef liver and pink salmon viscera (a hatchery fish feed) (Seagran
et al, 1954).
In milt of herring, salmon, etc., the amount of arginine is excessive,
while lysine is frequently below normal.
N.

OTHER FISH PRODUCTS

Fish scales, partially built by protein, are surprisingly well equipped
with amino acids (Solomons, 1955; Burley and Solomons, 1957; Snyder,
1958). Besides collagen, other proteins are present. Hydroxyproline is
an important ingredient in fish collagen, pike being richer than cod
(Gustavson, 1955). On the basis of analysis of four species of fish commonly used for the manufacturing of gelatin, Eastoe (1957) concluded
that the amino acid distribution was quite similar to that of mammalian
collagen, but with smaller amounts of proline and hydroxyproline and
higher values for serine, threonine, and, in some cases, for methionine
and hydroxylysine. Variations in the properties and composition of fish
collagens seem to be related to the water temperature of the normal
habitat rather than fixed as a species characteristic.
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Variations in the properties and composition of fish collagens seem
to be more related to the water temperature, than to be of an intrinsic
genetical nature (Eastoe, 1957).
The pyloric coeca of most fishes are sources of large amounts of amino
acids. Efforts are being made particularly by the Japanese to utilize
these sources for the commercial manufacture of various amino acids,
primarily for dietary supplements.
Skins, eyes, and other body parts are important food items in many
parts of the world. Few analyses are available as to their amino acid
composition and as to variations between species, capture locations and
seasons. The eye lens proteins of some Brazilian fishes were analyzed
chromatographically and revealed a rather complete outfit of amino acids
(Panek and Carvalho, 1955). Collagens are essential constituents of the
skin tissue.
There is a growing trend—see Chapter 19, this volume—to utilize
the livers of fish not only as a source of vitamins and other organic com
pounds but as food. Little is known as to their protein composition and
variations in this respect. Hydrolyzates suitable for industrial therapeutic
uses were manufactured experimentally by Guttmann (1955). The high
nutritive value of fish viscera has been confirmed by several investigators
(Salgado, 1953; McLeod, 1955) and constitutes a challenge to food
technology.
VI. Dark Meat (Cat Food)

Most of the preceding feeding experiments were carried out with
white-fleshed fish or the edible light meat of other varieties. In some fish
(for instance, the tuna), the red or dark meat may represent about onesixth of the total meat. For several years a considerable amount of this
red meat has been utilized for the manufacture of pet food, primarily
for cats. Several authors recently warned, however, that prolonged con
sumption of canned red meat may lead to pathological symptoms in cats.
It seems imperative, therefore, to determine the nutritive values of this
red meat. In controlled experiments Geiger compared the growthpromoting value of light and dark meat derived from precooked yellowfin
tuna, but failed to publish his findings. Both kinds of meat were fed to
rats at an 8 and 12% protein level for a 4-week period, and no difference
in growth was found, when compared with rats on a good stock diet.
He also found that white and dark meat had equal biological value when
fed to previously protein-depleted animals as the only protein source
during the repletion period. This merits further investigation since the
higher content of myoglobin in red meat together with a higher ratio of
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connective and vascular tissue in red meat would seem to render a meat
somewhat inferior to white meat as to the protein quality.
Recent investigations also indicate that the amino acid composition
of dark meat is very similar to that of light meat. These investigations
prove, therefore, that red meat represents a good source of nutritionally
valuable protein. Minor differences could, however, be detected. Ac
cording to Matsuura et al. (1955), the acids given in the tabulation below
occur in somewhat larger quantities in white or dark meat, respectively.
PREVAILING AMINO ACIDS

White meat
Aspartic acid
Glutamic acid
Histidine
Lysine
Valine a
Serine a
Threonine a
Methionine a
Tyrosine a
a

Red meat
Glycine
Leucine
Phenylalanine
Proline a

In most cases.

The pathological findings observed after prolonged exclusive feeding
of canned red meat to cats seem to be due to the lack of tocopherol
(vitamin E) (Cordy, 1954), and inadequate amounts of essential fatty
acids. The presence of polyunsaturated fish oils may aggravate these
symptoms. The senior author, as well as Cordy and Stillinger (1953),
found in long-term experiments with kittens that red meat supports
growth well when tocopherol and fatty acids are fed simultaneously.
After 16 weeks feeding, no steatitis or microscopic liver damage was
observed. The bone structure and the hematological findings did not
indicate any pathological changes.
Other investigations have rather stressed the detrimental effect of
excess amount of unsaturated fatty acids not compensated by added
quantities of tocopherol. Fish fed as a protein source should not contain
more than 3-4% fat and the tocopherol values should be such to render
full protection (Dalgaard-Mikkelsen et al., 1958). In summer when fish
show particularly high amount of polyunsaturated acids either the to
copherol amount in the feed will have to be augmented or restrictions be
introduced in the use of fish as food (Dalgaard-Mikkelsen, 1953).
In conclusion, it is nevertheless evident that red or dark meat of fish,
as well as white meat, represents a good source of protein with high
nutritional value. Eventual difficulties ensue from the adjoining fats.
They also show that in long-term feeding the supply of other essential
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nutrients, such as vitamins, essential fatty acids, and others should not
be neglected. A special problem, however, is the fact that several raw
fish carry an antithiamine factor (Cordy, 1954) which can be counteracted either by cooking the meat or injecting thiamine (Smith and Proutt,
1944; Scott, 1957) (see further Chapter 13 in Volume I ) .
The amino acid composition of tuna myoglobin (Mb) and hemoglobin (Hb) was determined by Könosu et al. (1958). Their compositions were compared with mammalian pigments. DiflFerences between
tuna and terrestrial animals, including man, were mostly of a quantitative
nature. No differences were registered for leucine, methionine, and histidine. Among monoamino-monocarboxylic amino acids, alanine is most
prevalent in tuna, as compared to leucine in mammals. Tuna Mb contains one cysteine residue, the absence of which has been reported for
mammalian Mb's. In tuna Mb, glutamic acid and basic amino acids are
low. In many respects, tuna Mb more resembles Hb than Mb in mammals. Similar findings were reported by de Marco and Antonini (1958).
The species specificity of myoglobin from different fishes was investigated
by Kendrew et al., (1954).
Recent Italian findings furthermore indicate that fish myoglobin contains three fractions (Rossi-Fanelli and Antonini, 1956).
VII. Role of Minerals

Proteins have been linked to the mineral metabolism of fish in several
ways. For several minerals this relationship was thought to be so firmly
built into the metabolism that definite coefficients were elaborated.
Statements of content of essential minerals were computed merely on the
basis of analytical figures for protein content (Scherman, 1937). The
justification for such a procedure has recently been reinvestigated by
Soviet scientists on five major species of food fish (Vasilieva et al., 1961).
They found such a fixed ratio usually to be true for magnesium and
phosphorus, not equally reliable for potassium calcium and iron, but
valid in more than half of the cases with calcium.
There are certain indications that calcium resorption in the human
body is interrelated with proteins, particularly those of animal origin
(Lehmann and Pollak, 1942). It has been suggested that this depends
on the binding capacity of lysine (Lehnartz, 1947; Baertich, 1950).
McCance et al. (1942) showed that calcium is better resorbed in the
presence of milk protein. Polyvalent ions such as calcium readily form
complexes with several organic compounds, among them protein (Gubler
and Schmidt, 1945).
The disturbances involved in protein deficiency frequently reduce the
calcium resorption by one-third (Jones, 1936). This in turn causes a
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deprivation of calcium from the skeleton. Whether calcium shortage
also increases the susceptibility to cancer is still an unsettled matter
(Eichler, 1946) but a lead yet worth pursuing.
These general relationships do not appear to be specifically connected
with fish, but apply generally to proteins. But from entirely other sources
comes evidence linking the fish protein with specific minerals. Poultry
feed devoid of fish protein gave significant growth responses when supplemented with zinc. Like results failed to materialize when identical
rations contained fish protein. This raises the possibility that zinc is part
of the fish protein and eventually constitutes part of the so-called unidentified growth factors (Klussendorf and Pensack, 1958).
VIM.

Digestibility

The question of whether only free amino acids as such can be absorbed or whether there is also a significant absorption of amino acids
in peptide linkages is still under investigation. It is generally agreed,
however, that the absorption and subsequent utilization of a protein
depends upon the ease and completeness with which the digestive enzymes are able to split the protein into single amino acids, i.e., its
digestibility. Because the digestive enzymes are highly specific in their
action and cleave only certain linkages, digestibility depends upon the
nature of the linkages that exist between the individual amino acids and
adjacent amino acid chains within the protein. As discussed in the next
section, the digestibility of fish protein may be decreased by storage and
certain other treatments by the creation of additional linkages.
Fish has been considered to be an easily digestible food for centuries.
In many diseases doctors have recommended lean fish in preference to
butcher's meat or even white chicken meat because it is thought to be
more digestible. Fat fish, fish dishes prepared with fat or heavy gravies,
or fried fish may produce a sensation of fullness, but this is a result of
prolonged stay in the stomach, the gastric emptying being slower rather
than lower digestibility.
Digestibility is not always clearly defined, whether meaning rate of
digestion, rate of disappearance from the gastric tract, or amount of
digestible matter. The effect of accompanying compounds, such as fats,
spices, etc., is frequently ill-defined. It is generally measured in terms
of proteolytic breakdown and its final step of amino acids, not accounting
for intermediary polypeptides.
The statement made by Drummond (1918) that many of the chief
food fishes are digested with difficulty, "either because of the presence
of high fat or because of the coarseness of the fibers," is unsupported.
Contrasting with this assertion is the observation by Davis (1912) that
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3 % oz. of boiled salmon is delivered to the intestines from the stomach
only after 3 to 4 hours, while twice this amount of either boiled pike or
carp is similarly disposed of in 2 to 3 hours. Katsch (1926), in 75 observations on normal human stomachs, found that fish evokes a greater
gastric secretion than beef and thus is more readily digested. Boiled fish
is more easily utilized than red meat, according to Slowtzoff (1910).
When smoked, it is somewhat less rapidly digested and is more nearly
equal to beef. Geiger (1951) and Geiger et al. (1958), using purified
diets, studied the rates of digestion of proteins in the rat. They concluded
that casein disappeared from the gastrointestinal tract more rapidly than
zein, but less rapidly than meat and fish proteins.
As early as 1911, White and Crozier reported on the readiness with
which trypsin digested cod. This was somewhat slower with dogfish,
with beef in between the two fish species. Holmes (1918) found that
butterfish, Boston mackerel, grayfish, and salmon were readily digested
by man. Schormiiller (1937) established that pepsin breaks down egg
albumin more readily than fish protein. The effect of trypsin was the
reverse. On the whole, trypsin seems to be more active and better suited
for fish flesh than pepsin (Baertich, 1950). Nilson (1955) performed
experiments with six college-age women and demonstrated that fish had
a digestibility of 89 to 96%, as compared to 87 to 90% for beef and
chicken.
Determination of the "true" digestibility of fish in rats by correcting
for the metabolic nitrogen in the feces has yielded such high values as
99% for salmon. El Rawi and Geiger (1952) similarly found that the
proteins of tuna, sardine, and mackerel were well digested and absorbed.
Jacquot and Creac'h (1950) reviewed this field (see Table X) and concluded that the utilization coefficient for fish protein ranged from 87 to
98%, varying with species. Sure and Easterling (1952), studying fish
flour, obtained values of 70.7 to 97.8%. Bender (1958) found an exceptionally good digestibility coefficient with defatted, deodorized fish flour
of the Atlantic cod, herring, and sardine.
Fish meals in some cases show a reduced digestibility, due to processing conditions—see further Section XII.
Another aspect little studied has been the capability of maintaining
a nitrogen equilibrium. This differs appreciably. In this respect, dogfish
was valued higher than cod, although the latter species was hydrolyzed
more rapidly by trypsin (White and Crozier, 1911). Other factors obviously enter into play in such evaluations.
Because the determination of the true digestibility of proteins in
animal and human experiments is time-consuming and expensive, the use
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of in vitro methods has been proposed (Adachi et al.y 1958). Generally, the
values obtained in in vitro experiments parallel the in vivo digestibility;
however, the order in which the breakdown products are released may
be entirely different. In vitro methods promise to be most useful in
deciding whether technological procedures have altered the digestibility
of fish products.
TABLE X
SELECTED DIGESTIBILITY DETERMINATIONS«

Food
Coalfish
Haddock
Herring, dried
Mackerel
Cod
Cod, dried
Poronotus sp.
Salmon
Salmon
Salmon, canned
Skate
Redfish
Beef
Beef
Milk, cow's
Milk, cow's
White bread
Whole wheat bread
α

Digestibility
0.87-0:89
0.98
0.93
0.93
0.97
0.95
0.92
0.98
0.96
0.93
0.93
0.98
0.87-0.89
0.98
0.87
0.95
0.87
0.68

Source: Jacquot and Creac'h ( 1 9 5 0 ) .

The factors responsible for the relative ease with which fish is di
gested are poorly understood. Recent investigations by Hamoir (1953,
1955) on the nature and structure of fish muscle protein may shed some
light on this problem. It was found that "fish muscles differ from mam
malian muscle in their very low content of connective tissue and perhaps
in their content of albumins." A further characteristic seems to be "a
much more loose association of its different structural elements as re
vealed by the easy release of tropomyosin and actomyosin." The shortness
of the fibers of fish muscle may also play a part.
Saha (1940b) studied the effect of boiling and frying on the enzymic
hydrolysis of fish proteins. By subjecting fish flesh to pepsin and trypsin,
separately or combined, the degree of digestibility was established by
measuring the amount of soluble nitrogen and α-amino nitrogen released
through such enzymic action (Valanju and Sohonie, 1957c). All fish pro
teins, with the exception of that of "ghol," released a greater percentage
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of α-amino nitrogen that casein. Black pomfret is the most readily
digested of all the investigated fish. Autoclaving the fish for one hour
at 15-lb. pressure did not change the digestion rate of the enzymes inves
tigated (Valanju and Sohonie, 1957c). Several observations were made
as to the order in which individual amino acids were released. Isoleucine
and lysine become available early in the digestion—in contrast to casein,
where these same acids appear only at a late stage. As the Indian diet
is particularly short in those two amino acids, this might have special
significance.
Applying a treatment with pepsin for 3 hours, followed by the use of
pancreatin (3-24 hr.), it was established that the digestion rate of fish
flesh was reduced when the fish was either marinated, broiled, or deepfat fried. Salted products showed the slowest rate of digestion, while
boiled, steamed, or dried fish did not substantially differ in this respect
from raw fish (Ito, 1959). Koval'chuk (1954a) found that the digestibility
of defrosted cod measured through pepsin digestion is considerably
reduced subsequent to a protein-coagulating heat treatment (see further
Section IX, F ) . The digestibility is directly related to the solubility of
the proteins.
Ambe and Sohonie (1957b) discovered a difference between trypsin
and pepsin in their readiness to digest fish flesh (skate and shark), as
compared to when they were acting on casein. The fish proteins are
almost completely hydrolyzed to soluble components by the action of
pepsin. This hydrolysis is slightly less in the casein, which is very quickly
and more completely digested by trypsin. There is also a considerable
difference between fish protein and casein as to the sequence in which
amino acids are liberated when hydrolyzed by trypsin.
These findings contrast somewhat with later reports (Masheklar and
Sohonie, 1959a) that all the amino acids except tyrosine were released
more readily from casein than from the fish proteins. Against the back
ground of this conflicting evidence, it appears somewhat premature to
conclude, as these authors do, that casein has a greater value than these
fish proteins.
Morrison and McLaughlan (1961) observed that the lysine in those
fish flours that gave the lowest PER was less available by rat bioassays
than that in the other samples. The variation in nutritional value could
not be ascribed to differences in the total lysine, methionine, and cystine
contents of the samples, but reduced amounts of lysine and methionine
were released by pancreatic digestion of the flour which gave the lowest
PER value. It was suggested that this effect might be explained by a
reduction in the rates of release in vivo.
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IX. Changes in Storage and Processing
A.

GENERAL

Comparatively little fish is eaten immediately after being caught.
Most is stored and preserved for transportation or further use by freezing,
salting, drying, smoking, or canning. In underdeveloped countries the
preparation of fish pastes and sauces by autolysis is common (van Veen,
1953; Cutting and Bakkert, 1957) (see further Chapter 12, Volume III).
Recently, methods for the production of fish flours from comminuted
fish by combined drying and extraction has become popular. Fish meals
and soluble products manufactured by a number of different methods
are widely used in the poultry industry in particular and in animal nutri
tion in general. As fresh fish is baked, steamed, fried, or boiled before
being consumed by human beings, it becomes a matter of paramount
importance, therefore, to determine the influence of these various proc
esses on the amino acid composition, digestibility, and, secondarily, on
the nutritive value of fish. This entire field is reviewed by Tarr in Chap
ter 6 of this volume and in an earlier paper by Bailey (1951). A few
general comments will, therefore, suffice.
B.

SPOILAGE

When fish are improperly preserved, microbial decomposition may
affect the amino acid content of fish and in some cases lower the value of
fish protein. It is often difficult, however, to decide whether the partial
destruction of some amino acids or the presence of toxic bacterial meta
bolic products is responsible for this apparent decrease in the nutritional
value. In rats, guinea pigs, dogs, etc., high histamine doses were found
inactive when fed per os (Geiger, 1955).
Autolysis due to the digestive action of tissue enzymes may also occur
under such conditions. This may alter the texture, flavor, and appear
ance of the fish product but seldom affects its nutritive value. Such is
not the case, however, when fish protein is subjected to extreme autolysis,
as in the production of fish pastes. Apparently complex chemical changes
take place during this process, van Veen (1953), in his authoritative
discussion of this subject, concluded that "the chemical composition of
the intermediate and end products in fish pastes and sauces is for the
most part terra incognita.,, This is also true, unfortunately, of their
nutritive value.
Shifrine et al. (1959) recently reported, however, that diets contain
ing high levels of histamine, as a result of bacterial decarboxylation, de
pressed the rate of growth and the total growth of chicks.
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C.

Low

TEMPERATURE

The effect of freezing and subsequent storage on the biophysical and
chemical properties of fish muscle has recently been studied by British
and Canadian investigators, but few data are available on the effects of
these processes on digestibility and nutritive value. No significant change
in amino acid composition was established on nine fresh-water fish in
United States studies (Ingalls et al, 1950). Some loss of protein is in
evitable through drip (Seagran, 1958). All procedures conducive to a
reduction in the amount of drip thus save proteins and amino acids,
since the protein in the drip is primarily of intracellular origin (Seagran,
1958). Only a very minor change in the net protein utilization values for
hake and croaker when frozen, was reported by Pujol and Varela (1958).
D.

DEHYDRATION

The effect of drying seems to depend on how carefully the dehydra
tion has been performed (Rice and Beuk, 1952). The senior author many
years ago received, through the courtesy of Professor Wilder, samples
of commercially available sun- and air-dried cod from Newfoundland.
The growth-promoting properties of these samples in rats was identical
to that of locally obtained fresh cod on the basis of nitrogen content.
Long storage or excessive heating, however, particularly when the prod
uct is exposed to the air, may decrease the physiological availability of
the amino acids of fish protein. This is primarily the result of the forma
tion of enzyme-resistant linkages rather than amino acid destruction,
since treatment with strong acids or alkali liberates the amino acids in
their original amounts. The presence of such linkages is usually the ex
planation for the disparity observed between the biological values, de
rived from animal experimentation, and those calculated from the amino
acid content of the protein. No impairment of protein digestibility due to
dehydration was detectable in haddock (Adachi et ah, 1958). Pepsin was
employed in these digestion tests and the PDR-index computed.
Sun-drying, according to Indian findings on two important food fishes
("ruhee" and "kibi"), appears to result in higher biological values than
steam-drying (Basu and De, 1938).
Lysine and occasionally arginine are frequently inactivated by the
formation of heat-induced bonds. According to Carpenter (1958), this
is due to the reaction between the amino group of these amino acids and
other active groups within the protein. Carpenter et al. (1957) has
developed a colorimetric method for the determination of the nutri
tionally available lysine present in a protein, and a biological method
has been devised by Grau et al. (1959).
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When fish proteins are heated in the presence of carbohydrates, cer
tain amino acids are destroyed owing to a Maillard type of reaction.
Absolutely fresh meat contains, in nature, insignificant amounts of carbo
hydrates. But as spoilage starts, ribose is released. The mechanism for
the post-mortem formation of this sugar is not entirely clear. The relative
role of RNA (ribonucleic acid) and ATP (adenosine triphosphate) re
mains to establish. It is evident that muscle ribosidase is involved (Tarr,
1954, 1958; Shewan and Jones, 1957). At any rate free ribose accounts
for much of the Maillard type of browning reactions (Tarr, 1953, 1958).
Tappel (1955) has assumed that when fish is stored at temperatures
above freezing, the oxidation of the highly unsaturated fats present in
fish oil may form compounds which could induce a similar reaction. In
order to investigate this possibility, Lea et al. (1960) studied the changes
occurring in herring meal that had been stored at 25°C. for 12 months.
The nutritive value and the available lysine decreased slightly, but no
formation of "co-polymers," as assumed by Tappel (1955), could be
demonstrated.
Stansby and Brown (1958) reported that a carbonyl-amine reaction
and coupling have a "relatively minor" part in the browning or "rusting"
that occur in fish meat.
Several investigations, including those conducted in the laboratories
of the senior author, suggest that in some cases the oxidation of the films
of polymerized fatty acids which tend to coat protein articles may delay
or prevent the action of proteolytic enzymes. Thus, extraction of the fat
with polaric solvents often improves the digestibility and nutritive value
of fish meals. Other factors, however, might account for these findings.
Almquist (1956) discovered that the amount of pepsin-indigestible pro
tein does not increase with storage if the samples are vacuum-sealed,
which indicates that oxidation produces progressive changes in the pro
tein itself.
Extensive new investigations on Atlantic cod by Jones (1959b) have
revealed the intricate biochemical relationships of browning. His find
ings supported the previous theory that the browning discoloration is
coupled with off-flavors and intimately associated with changes in the
muscle extractives, particularly the free amino constituents and the free
sugars. During icing prior to drying, the compounds which are poten
tially browning-reactive change considerably. The free sugars in the flesh
limit the extent of browning, glucose being important in the early stages
and ribose later. The net effect is little change in the susceptibility to
browning.
Anserine and L-methylhistidine sugar reactions are key substances
according to Jones (1955, 1959b). Minor browning comes from a spon-
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taneous degradation of L-methylhistidine, even in the absence of sugar.
Taurine and ß-alanine together show higher browning reactivity than
ß-alanine alone owing to an increased chain-length between the amino
and acid groupings. The higher reactivity of taurine compared with
ß-alanine demonstrates the effect of substituting sulfonyl (for carboxyl)
in an otherwise identical molecule. Valine and leucine gave little brown
coloration under the same conditions. It is suggested by Jones that the
low reactivities of valine and leucine and, perhaps, creatine result in
steric effects similar to those anticipated by Schwartz and Lea (1952)
in protein-sugar interactions.
A high rate of browning is frequently accompanied by a rapid loss
of ribose. Loss of amino compounds gave a poorer correlation with
browning than the disappearance of sugar (Jones, 1959b). The major
contributors to both browning and the loss of sugar from the extractives
of fresh muscle are anserine and taurine. As the muscle spoils, the effects
of these two compounds diminish. Then α-alanine, L-methylhistidine, and
lysine become increasingly important. Two of the major "extractives" in
the muscle—creatine and trimethylamine oxide—contribute little to the
browning reaction.
After a prolonged browning of muscle extractives, the loss of amino
acids may eventually greatly surpass the sugar loss. Whichever the
causal relationships of browning may be, it is evident that such a discol
oration might change the nutritive effect of the proteins or that of the
exogenic acids. Particularly important would be the reduction of lysine,
(Reinius, 1956) due to its key role in the supplementation effect of fish
and fish products.
E.

CANNING

The senior author has investigated the effect of canning on tuna,
sardine, and mackerel and has found, in agreement with Jarvis (1943),
Dunn et al. (1949), and Neilands et al. (1949), that carefully controlled
processing does not alter the amino acid composition or nutritive value
of fish. Identical results were reported by Proctor and Lahiry (1956)
with heat-processed shad and cod. On storage, lysine appears to be
affected most in the inevitable loss of protein solubility in 5% NaCl
(denaturation). In addition, the following acids were found to be ad
versely affected: arginine, methionine, cystine, tyrosine, and tryptophan
(Sawant and Magar, 1958). So far, these observations are limited to
East Indian packs.
Canned sardines stored for four years showed only a very slight
decline in the PER ratio, from 2.7 to 2.9 (Lanteaume et al, 1959). A
slight loss of lysine may take place, thus reducing the over-all value of
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the fish protein (Bailey, 1951). The sodium chloride solubility was
reduced 50% in a 12-month period (Sawant and Magar, 1958).
Browning may occasionally develop in the heat-processing of fish
products. Free reducing sugars and the degree of browning grew in
parallel with the length of storage of the fresh fish. Through free autoclaving, reducing sugars were decreased. Browning did not occur in
flounder flesh below 120°C, but the flesh was browned at 100°C. by the
addition of glucose, and at 80°C. by the addition of ribose (Ono and
Nagayama, 1959).
F.

COOKING

Several authors have studied the effects of cooking techniques. Marks
and Nilson (1946) demonstrated that baking, broiling, boiling, and sim
mering did not change the nutritive properties of cod. Martinek and
Goldbeck (1947) have shown that baking at 375° to 500°F. did not
reduce the nutritional value of croaker fillets. Nilson et al. (1948) found
that pan-fried, sauteed, and broiled striped bass have a supplementary
value to rats, matching that of fresh fish. Finally, Nilson (1955) con
cluded that there is no essential difference between different cooking
methods as to maintenance of nutritive value, nor is there a basic differ
ence between the changes taking place in preserving fish as compared
to its preparation through cooking. Cooking had no detrimental effect
on the preparing of haddock for meals (Adachi et al., 1958). On the
contrary, a noteworthy increase in the nutritive value was observed in
both fresh and dehydrated haddock. This change has not been explained.
Saha and Guha (1940) report the interesting observation that, in
measuring digestibility on the basis of enzymic digestion, underdone fish
flesh is most readily converted. Raw, fully-cooked, and fried fish meat
are all less digestible. This result merits further exploration. Fish pre
pared in heated, but not boiling, water generally has a superior taste and
texture. Koval'chuk (1954a) established that muscle protein of fish starts
coagulating at approximately 30°C. and stops at 60°C. After this tem
perature no damage is apparent until 125°C. was reached. At 130°C,
signs of degradation appear. The digestibility is influenced by heat
treatment (see Section VIII and also Ito, 1957).
During heat-processing of herring at 115°C, Hughes (1960) found
that about one-quarter of the creatine in the flesh of the herring is con
verted into creatinine. Furthermore, an over-all loss of total creatine plus
creatinine occurs. This is due to a physical binding on the flesh proteins
during thermal coagulation. It is suggested that occlusion by or adsorp
tion onto the proteins takes place, thus rendering the creatine unavailable
for extraction.
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Some change in the amino acid content through the frying of fish was
found in several fresh-water species (Ingalls et ah, 1950). The percentage
of leucine, lysine, phenylalanine, and valine was a third less in the pro
tein of the fried fish as compared to the fresh fish. There was some loss
also in isoleucine. The change in the percentage of methionine and threonine in the fried fish was not significant.
G.

MISCELLANEOUS

There is no consistent evidence that serious damage results from the
defatting and deodorization whereby fish meals are converted into fish
flours (Bender and Haizelden, 1957). Haddock fillets were sterilized
adequately by cathode rays in the range of 0.9-5.7 million rep, without
adverse effect on ten major amino acids in fish muscle. Losses below 10%
were noted in such key acids as lysine, methionine, and tryptophan
(Proctor and Bhatia, 1950).
X. The Supplementary Value of Fish Protein

The potential use of inexpensive products and fish wastes as a protein
supplement is great. The total supply of amino acids provided by a meal
determines its nutritive value rather than the algebraic sum of the nu
tritive values of the individual constituent proteins: thus, the nutritive
value of a meal containing mainly vegetable proteins that are deficient
in certain amino acids can be greatly improved by the addition of small
amounts of fish protein (Gounelle, 1958; Mauron and Mattu, 1960;
Mauron et al., 1960) (see also Table XI).
TABLE
EAA

Amino acid
Lysine
Arginine
Histidine
Tyrosine
Tryptophan
Phenylalanine
Cystine
Methionine
Leucine
Isoleucine
Valine

XI

COMPOSITION OF SELECTED PROTEINS

Maize
(com)a
2
4
2.4
6.1
0.8
5
1.1

—

21.5
3.6
3.6

* Block and Boiling (1945, 1951).
* Adrian et al. (1956).
* Deas and Tarr (1949).

Millet*
2.7
3.6
2

—

1.75
3.9
1.25
2.35
16.75
4.95
4.35

Groundnut
(peanut) a
3
9.9
2.1
4.4
1
5.4
1.6
1.3
5.5
3.4
4

Fish c
6.6
5.5
1.2
2.9
1.6
4.1

—

3
10.5
7.7
5.3
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Mutual supplementation of proteins has been utilized in many parts
of the world for ages. Many civilizations empirically developed the prac
tice of adding fish pastes or dried fish to meals in which grains or other
vegetables served as the staple. Intelligent application of the principles
underlying such practices, however, had to wait until the amino acid
composition of most proteins had been established. More recently, it has
also been recognized that, in order to achieve an improvement of the
nutritional value, the deficient and the supplementary proteins have to
be fed simultaneously.
A.

DIETARY FINDINGS

Observations from Senegal on the favorable effect of fish and shell
fish as a food supplement have been mentioned in the introduction
(Autret and van Veen, 1955). These findings were confirmed by Doutre
(1959). In later Senegal studies, a combined antimalaria campaign and
a protein supplementation, using fish flour as an added ingredient, gave
equally impressive effects. The infant mortality rate fell by nearly twothirds (Raoult, 1956). A noteworthy salutary effect in the use of fish
becomes evident in Nigeria, when the fishing population is compared
with adjacent farming groups. The first groups were better provided
with animal protein and in better health. This has been further discussed
and analyzed by Borgstrom in Chapter 7 of this volume.
Such fermented fish products as nuoc-mam, mam-tom, prohoc, and
padu are indispensable supplements to the diets of rice-eating people,
according to the investigations by Bremond and Rose (1919).
B.

EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS

The supplementary value of fish protein is independent of its nutri
tional value and varies with the amino acid deficiencies of the diets
which are to be supplemented (Table IX). In experiments conducted
by the senior author, it was found that certain fish meals having a low
biological value when fed to chickens as the sole source of protein proved
to have an excellent supplementary effect when fed at a 3% level in a
diet containing plant proteins. In this case, the amino acids destroyed
or made physiologically less available by the processing of the fish meal
were not those required for the supplementation of the deficient protein.
Similarly, fish meals produced from head, tails, and bones, which contain
chiefly collagen protein that is low in tryptophan, are inadequate when
fed alone but make efficient supplements for vegetable proteins. In gen
eral, cereal proteins are short in lysine, methionine, and, to a lesser
extent, cystine, isoleucine, and threonine. Fish protein contains ample
supplies of these amino acids and is, therefore, effective in supplement-
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ing diets composed mainly of plant products, primarily cereal grains
(Costamaillere and Ballester, 1956; Sure, 1957a, b, c; Cravioto et al., 1955;
Carpenter et al, 1957; Morrison and Campbell, 1960). On the other
hand, fish protein contains relatively little tryptophan and is ineffective
when diets are low in this amino acid. Dried fish is, according to the
balance method, an excellent means of supplementing the protein of
pulses, such as peas, lentils, and green gram (Basu and De, 1938).
These findings contrast with those reported by Schiller (1957) showing
that fish meal adequately supplements barley and potato, but not pulses.
1.

Laboratory

Animals

Sure (1957a, c) reported that an increase in the body weight and a
higher protein efficiency ratio can be obtained in the albino rat by the
addition of small amounts of defatted fish flour to millet and sorghum. Kik
(1956) studied the growth and metabolism of young rats fed on diets
supplemented with perch meal (see Table XII). He found that when
TABLE

XII

AMINO ACID COMPOSITION OF W H O L E RICE AND PERCH«

Amino acid

Rice
(% of protein)

Perch
(% of protein)

Arginine
Aspartic acid
Cvstine
Glutamic acid
Glycine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Phenylalanine
Proline
Serine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Tyros ine
Valine

9.0
4.9
1.7
11.7
6.4
3.1
4.8
8.0
3.7
3.3
4.4
5.3
4.6
3.9
1.3
4.1
7.1

7.3
6.4
1.4
14.6
6.5
2.1
5.1
7.1
8.1
4.8
4.6
3.0
6.4
4.8
1.3
3.8
6.2

« Source: Kik ( 1 9 5 6 ) .

1.3 or 5% perch replaced an equivalent amount of protein in milled
rice, an increase in body weight of 111.1, 111.1, and 100%, respectively,
was observed.
Fish flour is a first-rate supplement to most cereal proteins (Table X ) .
Its effect was studied on wheat and maize (corn) and compared to sim-
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pie addition of lysine. In the last case, fish flour was superior, oflFering,
in addition to lysine, the limiting acid tryptophan (Rerat and Jacquot,
1956). Fish meal was superior to groundnut (peanut) meal as a supple
ment to poultry feed at 3.75% level (Carpenter and Clegg, 1957). Fish
meal also turned out superior to soybean meal as a supplement to barley
or potato in the feeding of hogs and poultry (Schiller, 1957). The effect
was equally pronounced whether employing cod or herring meal. Ballester et al. (1958) reported not so favorable results in supplementing a
"poor" Chilean diet. Rats were used in these experiments. Good effects
of adding 3% fish flour to East Indian diets were reported by Metta
(1960), also on the basis of rat studies.
2.

Human Beings

Albanese et al. (1955) have reported that the nitrogen retention of
underweight infants could be enhanced by lysine supplementation to
bring their milk diets to the lysine:tryptophan ratio (L:T) of meat.
According to these authors, an L:T ratio in the range of 5 to 7 is asso
ciated with the highest efficiency of protein utilization. The protein from
the Philippine fish dilis (Stolephorus commersonii) has an L:T ratio of
7:4.
Kik (1956) studied the value of ocean perch protein for supplemen
tation of a human diet of milled rice. Such protein compared most
favorably with the effect of added synthetic amino acids, such as lysine
and threonine, and had an equivalent effect which is readily explained
by its aminogram (see Table XII). Adrian et al. (1956) found fish autolyzate, enzymically prepared, most efficient as a supplement to a one
sided millet diet as practiced in tropical Africa. The amino acid analyses
explain this clearly. Peanut meal is almost as efficient, but larger quan
tities are required—90 g. of peanut flour per day against 18 g. of dried
fish autolyzate. Lysine is twice as potent in the fish product as compared
to peanut protein (see Table XI).
As rice also is deficient in lysine and threonine, fish flour is particu
larly suitable as an improver of diets where this staple predominates.
In powdered form, it has less bulk and can be made available to areas
far from sources of fresh fish or fresh animal protein. It easily blends
with milk, soups, cakes, cookies, or other food preparations—see further
Section XI.
Millet and corn are widely used in tropical Africa. Even in this case,
fish constitutes an ideal supplement (Sure, 1957b, c). This is best eluci
dated by Table XI extracted from a French study (Adrian et al., 1956).
They concluded that on the basis of a daily consumption of 600 g. of
millet, a supplement of 90 g. of groundnut flour together with 10 g. of
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fish flour gives complete coverage as to EAA. Corresponding figures
are valid for corn (maize), but fish flour is not adequate when added to
manioc flour, which is still poorer in its protein aminogram. Several
effective diets were employed in the treatment of kwashiorkor in Dakar
(West Africa). Among these diets was one consisting of millet and
peanut presscake with 7% fish—see further Table XIII. Potassium must
TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF AMINO ACID CONTENT»

(Calculated per 100 g. protein)

Amino acid

Peanut

Millet

Fish

Cow's milk

Arginine
Cystine
Histidine
Isoleucine
Leucine
Lysine
Methionine
Pjienylalanine
Threonine
Tryptophan
Tyrosine
Valine

9.95
1.6
2.1
3.0
7.0
3.0
1.15
5.2
1.95
0.95
4.4
8.0

4.70
1.25
2.10
4.30
17.40
2.60
2.60
4.90
4.90
2.30·
2.00
5.65

8^27

3.5
0.7
2.4
6.6
11.8
8.1
2.2
4.6
4.8
1.4
6.2

—

2.63
6.00
9.72
9.72
2.63
4.45
5.18
0.81
2.54
6.54

—

E

gg

6.4
2.4
2.1
8.0
9.2
7.2
4.1
6.3
4.9
1.5
4.5
7.3

« Source: Senecal (1958).

also be added in order to obtain curative effects (Senecal et al., 1956).
Protein hydrolyzates are more effective than whole protein, indicating
possibly that free amino acids are more readily available to the proteindeficient child body (Senecal, 1958).
The combination of fish with millet or with peanuts is of great ben
efit. This produces well-balanced protein sources. Thus, the lysine
content of fish flour is high, in fact exceeds that in eggs. On the other
hand, the tryptophan level is low, but fortunately this is compensated for
by the millet. The level of methionine content, although superior to that
in milk, is considerably less than that in eggs, but still adequate.
Corn and cassava are dominant ingredients of the Latin American diet
in many regions. Fish flour has proved to be an excellent supplement to
a tortilla diet (Cravioto et al, 1955).
Sesame seed and sesame meal are important both as human food in
many areas of the world and as a poultry feed. Dried buffalo-fish, when
replacing 1%—out of 9% sesame meal protein—induced a 36.7% gain in
body weight and a 21% increase in protein efficiency ratio (Kile, 1960).
Much of the experience in this field comes from the common and
extensively investigated practice of supplementing poultry feeds with
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fish meal (Lanham and Nilson, 1947; Grau, 1952; Almquist, 1957; Rand
et al., 1958). Many articles have been published in the poultry literature
which indicate that the growth of the animals, quantity and quality of
eggs, and meat production improve and become more economical when
the starter, broiler, or layer rations are enriched with fish protein—see
further Chapter 9, this volume. Furthermore, the value of the fish meal
so employed has been found to vary with quality of the original material,
type of processing, and length and conditions of storage.
XI.

Fish Flour

Fish meal specially prepared to be used as human food has been
given the designation of fish flour. It is, however, to be looked upon
primarily as a protein concentrate and not, mistakenly, as any substitute
for grain flour.
Recently, a well-planned world-wide research project was initiated
by the FAO of the United Nations with the cooperation of the WHO to
develop protein supplements which could improve the amino-aciddeficient diets consumed by children and adults in many parts of the
world. One of the promising results of this effort has been the development of deodorized fish flours that are high in protein and low in fat.
These flours are produced by the extraction and low-temperature azeotropic dehydration of the degutted fresh fish meat with organic solvents
(Dreosti and van der Merme, 1955-56; Levin, 1956, 1959). The finely
ground flour is then washed repeatedly with alcohol to remove traces of
solvent and deodorize the product. Careful processing and storage are
required in order to maintain the full nutritive value, easy digestibility
and palatibility, and to prevent the introduction of bacteria, foreign
material, or such toxic substances as histamine, peroxides, or polymerized
oils. Several other methods have been investigated and also tried commercially (see Chapter 19 by Borgstrom). Recently, Canadian investigators reported on an improved extracting method producing flour of
superior quality (Guttman and Vandenheuvel, 1957).
The safety of some of the fish flours produced for the FAO has been
investigated recently in the laboratory of Allison et al. (1958). The
results of these studies can be summarized as follows: the substitution of
fish flours in various concentrations for casein in the diet of rats did not
significantly alter the food efficiency, and during the 6 months' feeding
experiments no changes in blood cytology, platelet count, prothrombin,
or coagulation time occurred. All organs investigated histologically
showed findings within normal limits. In dog experiments the fish flour
was well digested and had a high nutritive value which was similar to
milk protein in its ability to maintain nitrogen equilibrium in adult dogs.
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Allison also found that 12 months' storage or deodorization did not alter
the nutritive value of fish flour. Small amounts (1, 3, and 5% ) of defatted
fish flour made from defatted carp, smelt, whiting or mixture were added
to diets of rats containing protein from milled wheat flour; white corn
(yellow corn, sorghum, and millet) meal; and polished rice. These sup
plements had a far superior effect on body weight increase and protein
efficiency than did dried nonfat milk meal, defatted soybean flour, yeast
or peanut meal (Sure, 1957a, b ) . This is evident from Table XIV.
TABLE XIV«
EFFECT OF FISH FLOUR AS A SUPPLEMENT

Fish
(%)

flour

Biological value
(%)

PER
(Protein efficiency
ratio)

Millet

1
3
5

31.3
117.0
343.2

8.6
26.0
98.1

Sorghum

1
3
5

193.7
409.5
644.4

128.3
186.8
213.2

« Source: Sure (1957a, b ) .

Somer et al. (1958) in El Salvador has investigated the supplementary
values of a number of fish flours. These flours, containing 83% protein,
were fed to children for 18 weeks in daily quantities of 20 to 30 g. with
out showing bad effects. The children receiving tortillas made with 3%
fish flour gained more weight than control groups. Patties containing
equal amounts of fish and wheat flour were also well accepted, and fish
flour was also given successfully mixed with milk, soup, and bean dishes.
Somer also found that the addition of fish flour to the diet will definitely
prevent marasmus and kwashiorkor.
Preliminary results published by Gomez et al. (1958) indicate that
fish flour had no ill effects on children when mixed with soups, beans,
hard biscuits, cereals, tortillas, and bread. No anorexia was produced.
It was concluded that fish protein "constituted a real nutritional contri
bution for the recovery of undernourished children." It should be
emphasized, however, that no way was found by these authors to intro
duce fish flour into infant formula. Autret and van Veen (1955) suggested
the use of fish flour as a possible source of proteins in child feeding.
They believe the edible fish flour offers a cheap and yet convenient
source of proteins for the child because of its high content of good quality
protein. In addition, fish flour is a good source of calcium and vitamin
Bi2 when containing whole fish or part of viscera.
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Senecal et al. (1956) and Senecal (1958), from French West Africa,
and Dean (1952), from Uganda, also report that fish flours satisfactorily
supplemented diets based on millet, where lysine is the chief, and cystine
together with isoleucine the secondary, limiting factors. Good supple
mentation was also obtained when fish flours were added to peanut diets
in which the chief deficiency apparently was methionine, but isoleucine
and lysine were also present in suboptimal amounts. Brock and Autret
(1952) consider the use of dried fish, fish pastes, or fish flour as supple
ments to be the most efficient and economical way to prevent kwashiorkor. Ramamurty (1955) from India and Villadolid and Pidlaoan (1954)
from the Philippines all reported favorable results of adding fish flour to
various common foods. Three clupeids gave a flour which, besides con
taining much calcium and phosphorus, had a good protein content with
favorable dietary effects (Doutre, 1959).
Beneficial effects of adding fish flour to one-sided, deficient diets have
been reported by a number of researchers and field workers (Gounelle,
1958). On the whole, properly processed fish flours constitute an excel
lent dietary supplement in all areas of the world where protein malnu
trition is prevalent (Table XV). Several favorable results are reviewed
in a 1958 FAO report (Anonymous, 1958a). One drawback is undoubtedly
the variation in composition for most fish flours due to species, season,
and processing method. Standard values for amino acid content have
restricted applicability (Autret and van Veen, 1955). Digestibility may
also vary with the above-mentioned factors.
Fish flours are not without their detractors. Some clinicians and nu
tritionists in this field have found that fish flour is encountering more
than the usual amount of resistance accorded the introduction of any
new food, and in instances children and adults have repeatedly refused
to eat fish flour, even in a disguised form. It is to be anticipated that
technological advances will enable more palatable products of better
texture to be produced, for fish flours offer the nutritionist a real hope in
combating the many serious illnesses that result either directly or indi
rectly from amino acid deficiencies. In many parts of the world—partic
ularly those accustomed to various fermented products—pronounced
flavor offers no detraction. Adults in Indonesia even prefer such a prod
uct to flavorless flour (Autret and van Veen, 1955). It cannot, however,
be denied that practical experience proves the great difficulty of manu
facturing a uniform high-quality product with reasonably stable charac
teristics from one batch to another. Too often a sample of high quality
flour has been followed by a delivery of a low-grade merchandise. This
undoubtedly reflects the infancy of the industry rather than deceptive
procedures. Difficulties still prevail in the industry in regard to the tech-
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Source: Orr and Watt (1958)
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76
54

Tryptophan Threonine

Average
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XV
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84
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nical methods followed and the availability of a uniform raw material;
entirely reliable methods are lacking for the right handling both of the
raw material and the final product. Incipient spoilage of the raw product
undoubtedly explains the cases of poor quality.
Tests with premature babies prove that the good quality of codfish
protein fully supported normal growth and in this respect was equivalent
or even superior to milk (Schäfer and Griittner, 1957).
A crude, but efficient, fish flour has been manufactured on a pilotplant scale by the Philippine Institute of Fisheries Technology to serve
as a supplement in improving the quality of protein of the average
Filipino diet. Dilis—the long-jawed anchovy—was used as raw ma
terial. The fresh fish are washed in water and then dried thoroughly
under the sun or in the air. Subsequently, the dried product is passed
through a ball mill, making it finely powdered. A second type is the
deodorized fish flour, prepared by extracting the raw fish flour three or
four times with alcohol and then drying the extract at low temperature
under vacuum. The resulting product is nearly odor-, taste-, and saltless; it enjoys a higher consumer acceptance than the raw flour (AlcarazBayan and Leverton, 1957a). The amino acid composition of deodorized
flour is similar to those of raw flour, indicating that deodorization did
not significantly affect the amino acid content of the raw dilis flour
(Alcaraz-Bayan and Leverton, 1957b). There is a close similarity in
the tryptophan content of such dilis flour with casein, whole egg, beef
muscle, perch and other fish meals. Deodorized fish flour has a higher
lysine and threonine content than casein and whole egg. The EAA
values of dilis flour do not differ greatly from the values reported for
casein, whole egg, and beef muscle. With regard to the non-EAA con
tent, this dilis flour has a higher aspartic acid, arginine, and glycine
content than casein, but contains less proline, serine, and glutamic acid.
When compared with the other fish meals, deodorized dilis flour com
pares closely with the figures given by Kik (1956) for perch, Lahiry
and Proctor (1956) for shad muscle, Neilands et al. (1949) for fish
flakes, Block and Boiling (1951) for fish muscle, and Master and Magar
(1954) for eight varieties of Bombay fishes.
A similar crude fish flour was manufactured out of whole fresh-water
fish; this was well received in the Belgian Congo (Roels, 1957). Lowgrade fresh-water fish was also the raw material source for the manu
facture of so-called "mass" fish. The fish pulp was treated with 1%
sodium hydroxide, and neutralized by 3.6% hydrochloric acid. The
product was subsequently purified and dried through evaporation. The
yield was 62%. This protein is used as a filler in canned meat products
and sausages (Lorincz, 1951).
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Fish perodically occur in large numbers in the coastal waters of
Malaya, but several of these species are not easily marketable. The Department of Fisheries has developed a simple method of preparing the
fish meal for human consumption which requires no elaborate or expensive machinery and which can be easily done even in the small fishing villages (Simpson, 1957). The species of fish chosen for these trials
is "ikan tamban" (SardinelL· clupea). The manufactured fish meal is
free from pathogenic organisms and contains 73.2% crude protein, 3.7%
lipids, 16.5% ash, and 4.2% calcium (Simpson, 1957).
According to Autret (1956), edible fish meal (fish flour) to be used
in supplementary feeding should contain not less than 65 to 70% protein
of a high digestibility coefficient and high biological value. Taking into
account that the calcium and phosphorus ratio exceeds 1, and that edible
fish meal can be a useful source of B i 2 and of other vitamins of the B
group, it is a most effective supplement, even in small quantities, to
cereal proteins. The fat content should be low. In protein supplementation, the most important factor is the nature and amount of EAA. Fish
flour which gives protein utilization figures of 40% or above can be
recommended.
Another way which has been investigated is the manufacture of
biscuits fortified with fish flour (Mauron and Mottu, 1960). Additional
ingredients are peanut flour, dried yeast, nonfat milk solids and corn
flour. The heating in the making of these biscuits reduces the value of
certain critical amino acids, namely lysine, methionine, and tryptophan.
The molding of the biscuits to the rough processing without heating
safeguards the original dispensability of these acids. The heating is
chiefly responsible for this decline in nutritive value. Methionine becomes the primarily limiting amino acid.
Closely related to fish flours are dehydrated and purified fish proteins.
In Germany these became an important substitute for poultry eggs during World War II. Several years of research by Metzner and Hittner
preceded the introduction of this product to the German fish market
under the trading name of "Wiking"—protein. As to these patents, see
Winter (1949). This product became extensively used in cooking and
in the baking trade.
Dehydrated protein has been studied by Baertich and Weber (1947)
as to marine species and by Winter (1949) with leading fresh-water
fishes. In both cases, a highly nutritive supplement was obtained through
repeated extraction and purification. This is recommended as an efficient way to utilize large quantities of low-grade fish as human food.
A similar method was developed by the Hungarian scientist Lorincz
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(1951). This protein was used as a filler for canned meat products and
sausages, and it improved the quality of those products.
Fish meal can also be made into an edible past. It is first softened
and swollen by boiling 10-20 min. with 10 parts of 1% NH 4 OH solution.
Starch is then added and Aspergillus oryzae cultivated on the mixture.
The molding fish meal is then mixed with NaCl and water, and the
mixture is fermented 10-20 days at 30-35°. During such preparation,
the monoamino- and cystine-N as well as lipids decrease, the properties
of the lipids are changed and ergosterol formed (Higashi et ah, 1951-52).
Drying fish by absorbing the water in starchy substances is the basis of
the Protein Flour Process by de Vries. This product had a good con
sumer acceptance in trials in Belgian Congo (Lassance et al., 1958).
Ways of using fish flour in various kinds of foods as well as a review
of fish protein in new and old products and dishes are discussed in
Chapter 7. Major Japanese dishes are presented in Chapter 8.
In a few cases hydrolyzates generally obtained through enzymic
digestion have been studied as to their usefulness as food. Their con
tent of total and digestible protein has also been analyzed (Pallardel
Peralta, 1951). The histidine and methionine levels in hydrolyzates of
several Peruvian marine fishes were likewise established (Pallardel Peral
ta, 1951). An improved fish meal was obtained by fermenting minced
flesh together with defatted buttermilk, after which the material is
dried and powdered (Pillai, 1956). Low-grade meal fish may after solubilization be dried into a good complement to human food (Yuditskaya,
1960).
The fermented fish products of South East Asia constitute another
essential supplement to their one-sided rice diet because of their abun
dance in critical amino acids. For further discussion of this matter see
Volume III, Chapter 20 by van Veen. Several studies of these products
were made by French scientists (Bremond and Rose, 1919), establishing
their nutritive importance. Recently, investigations have been reported
on Indian efforts to copy these fish sauces, in effect, protein hydrolyzates.
Employing chiefly SardinelL· dayi, a product similar to the Thai sauce
"nam-pla" was made (Velankar, 1957). A product resembling nuoc-mam
has recently been manufactured in Dakar (Toury et al., 1958).
XII. Fish Meal

Quite early, fish meal was used as a dependable source of high-class
protein for livestock (Kellner, 1877; Honcamp et al, 1911, 1933). Their
feeding values are critically reviewed in Chapter 8 of this volume—see
also Table XI. Reference is also made to earlier surveys by Creac'h
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(1950b), Bender et al (1953), and Grau et al (1959). A few remarks and
general observations, nevertheless, seem justified.
Commercial fish meals were recently examined by Miller (1956) for
their net protein utilization by rats and found to be of poorer nutritive
value than laboratory fish preparations, which had a net protein utiliza
tion of about 80%. Chiefly responsible for this difference are the drying
and consequent occurrence of the Maillard reactions.
No damage was detectable in the dried product after storing for 3
months at room temperature. For rats, methionine, the limiting amino
acid in damaged meals, might be added with advantage to these products
(Miller, 1956). White fish meal seems to be superior to both herring
and whale meal, possibly due to the interference with digestibility by
rats, even in defatted meal (Harrison et al, 1935; DuLoit and Smuts,
1941). Although all the following three species belong to the fatty fishes,
meal of menhaden consistently appeared inferior to sardine and herring
(Barrick et al, 1943). No explanation is available for this.
A considerable number of results are published, describing growth
tests on fish meals, but only a limited amount of nitrogen balance studies
appear to have been carried out. These show values for net protein
utilization ranging for oily fish from 41 to 85% and for white fish from
60 to 90%. During the 1930's, a number of comparisons were made of
products taken from various types of driers. These showed that the
nutritive value of vacuum-dried meals was better than those produced in
steam driers, which in turn were superior to flame-dried meals (Maynard
et al, 1932). Some recent growth tests have demonstrated that differ
ences are minor between the three standard methods of drying (Bissett
and Tarr, 1954). Although this may be disputed by some authorities, the
present favorable findings may still reflect the improved techniques in
the industry.
Fish meals are produced either from whole trash fish or from the offal
or "cannery scrap" that remains after the choice parts of the edible fish
have been removed. The freshness of the material is not an especially
important factor since satisfactory fish meals can be produced from
slightly stale or autolyzed fish as long as extensive microbial decomposi
tion has not destroyed the EAA (Grau and Williams, 1935; Lassen et al,
1951).
Certain minor differences exist between species. Meals of redfish and
mackerel have a slightly higher nutritive value than those of herring,
and these in turn are all superior to tuna (Nehring, 1956). On the other
hand, when fed to poultry, sardine meal appeared in all respects equiva
lent to Norwegian herring meal, according to Ladrat et al. (1958).
Spontaneous heating leads to a destruction of amino acids, being
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more pronounced for lysine, tryptophan, cystine, and histidine (20-30%;
see also Table XVI) (Böge, I960). For most other amino acids investi
gated, the values are approximately 10% lower than for fresh meal.
These chemical findings are supported by feeding tests (Laksesvela,
1958). There is a simultaneous browning in spontaneous heating, but
supplementation with lysine could not compensate for the ensuing reduc
tion of the growth rate of chicken. Other factors, must, consequently, be
involved (Laksesvela, 1958).
The production of fish meal in open-flame or steam driers may result
in the destruction or a decreased availability of EAA, unless special pre
cautions are taken (Rice and Beuk, 1953). No effect on availability of
EAA in herring meals by normal heating was reported by Tarr et ah
(1951) and Bissett and Tarr (1954). Excessive heating, whether through
long duration or high temperature, seriously impairs the quality of the
product. The drying temperature should, therefore, be below 212 °F.
(100°C.) (Bender et al, 1953). Studies by Thurston et al (I960) on
herring and tuna meals showed an effect on pepsin digestibility at higher
drying temperatures. The differences were minor below 230°F. but be
came pronounced at higher levels. The inlet may, according to Minsaas
et al. (1953), be high in aflame-drier,provided the outlet temperature in
the manufacturing process is low. These research workers maintain that the
effect is of a decreased digestibility nature rather than a direct deteriora
tion of EAA. Maynard and Tunison (1932) report the biological value
of herring meal as 70% when manufactured through direct heating, but
78% when made in a vacuum evaporator. Seventy-eight and 85% are the
corresponding figures for haddock meal. Sure and Easterling (1952)
found 86.4% for meal from the Pacific sardine, 86.9% for menhaden, and
79.7% for Alaska herring.
Commercial methods of manufacturing dehydrated fish are not always
satisfactory (Lovern, 1951). Air oxidation and "self-heating" during
storage may also induce dangers. Much of the data that have appeared
in the literature on the supplementary value of fish meals cannot be com
pared because the authors have failed to provide the necessary informa
tion concerning the origin, method of production, or age of the fish meal
used in their experiments. Thus, such diverse values as 36 and 86% for
the biological value of fish meal have been reported. Wet-processed dog
fish meal, when correction has been made for its high urea content, pro
moted growth and feed utilization of chicks, equally efficient to other
fish meals customarily employed (Rhian et al., 1942).
The value of herring meals as protein supplements when stored for
one year at —25°, 21°, and 37 °C. was unaffected. This is partly in con-
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trast with the reported findings by Tappel (1955) that protein is also
involved in the oxidation process of fats.
Controlled heating of herring meals dried at a low temperature does
not lower the nutritive value of herring meals. In many instances chicks
grew better with the heated meals (March et al, 1961). From the results
of these various experiments it appears that certain deteriorative changes
in herring meal occur at a faster rate or take a diflFerent course when the
processing and storage temperatures are low. Possibly antioxidants are
formed at higher temperatures. This is a most noteworthy observation
which merits further attention.
A number of methods for determining the supplementary value of
fish meals have been devised. Almquist et al. (1935) introduced a "pro
tein quality index" based on four diflFerent solubility tests which gives a
positive correlation with actual growth tests with chicks (Evans et al,
1944) (see Chapter 9 by March, this volume). Carpenter (1958) has
suggested the use of a "growth protein value" which represents the
growth in grams over a 2-week period, in excess of basal growth divided
by the number of grams of supplementary protein consumed. Other
methods have been proposed by Grau et al. (1959). The net protein
utilization was measured by Bender and Haizelden (1957).
Miller and Platt (1956) have reported great improvement in the
reproductive performance when a basal "Gambia-type,, diet containing
whole meal flour, haricot-bean meal, and alfalfa meal was supplemented
with fish meal at a 10% level and fed to rats. Heavy losses occurred
after weaning. Accessory food factors, such as vitamin Bi2, could also
explain this reaction.
Wastes from the fish-processing industry are frequently made into
meal, and render very good quality with a surprisingly high nutritive
value (Canales, 1951). The concentrated stickwater fish solubles are less
important as a protein source than as a mineral supplement. Its merits
are discussed in Chapter 9, this volume, and in Chapter 22, Volume III
(see also CreacTi, 1950b). Primarily, this waste product was successfully
utilized in the United States, and in latter years in other parts of the
world also. Equally favorable feeding effects are reported with solubles
as with other fish products (von Kraack, 1956). Fish silage products,
using diflFerent chemical preservatives, are also important to many coun
tries (see further Chapter 9).
XIII.

Fish Solubles

Proteins in condensed fish solubles are, however, less useful to the
chick and pig than the proteins of fish meal. By use of herring products,
the inferiority of the solubles has been clearly demonstrated. Chicks
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may gain only about half as much on solubles as they do on herring
meal, the test products contributing 6.3% of protein in a 13.5% total
protein diet of natural feeding stuffs (Laksesvela, 1958). From a chick
test with 3% herring protein, 11% total protein level and a standard
natural diet, Carpenter (1954) reports a gross protein value of 95 for
herring meal and 65 for condensed herring solubles.
The United States National Research Council lists fish solubles as
carrying only about 50% of lysine and of "methionine plus cystine," about
60% of tryptophan and arginine, of the corresponding figures for meal
protein. Recent assays of herring products confirm this ratio between
meal and solubles for lysine and arginine, but for tryptophan and
"methionine plus cystine" the solubles have been found to be even more
inferior. In order of sequence, tyrosine, isoleucine, histidine, leucine, and
valine are also found to be very low. Particularly low values were ob
tained for tryptophan and tyrosine, which amounted in the solubles
protein to only about 20% of the corresponding meal figures. Contrarily,
glycine has been found to be nearly twice as high in the solubles as in
the meal (Böge, 1960). It has been assumed that the solubles lower the
biological value of the meal, when they are added back to the press cake
when so-called whole meal is produced, this resulting from their lower
levels of amino acids, in particular "methionine plus cystine."
Examination of herring press water and condensed herring solubles
shows that destruction of certain amino acids may occur during evapora
tion in the manufacturing. Cystine is almost completely destroyed, losses
of histidine and tryptophan amount to 43 and 36% respectively (Böge,
1960). (For a more detailed discussion of these complexities reference
is made to Chapter 16, this volume.)
XIV. Whale Protein

Whale muscle protein largely resembles that of terrestrial mammals
and consequently has a high nutritive value. Many efforts are presently
being made to extend the consumption of whale meal as human food—
see further Chapter 7 of this volume. A few pertinent data as to its
composition are in order.
The value of whale meal has been widely studied on livestock animals,
and it has been extensively employed for feeding purposes. One kg. of
whale meat (dry matter 92.5%) generally contains approximately 634 g.
of digestible crude protein. Favorable feeding results have been obtained
in both hogs and poultry (Breirem, 1940; Hvidsten and Husby, 1955).
Whale meals are equal to fish meal as supplements to cereals in rations
for nonruminants (Carpenter et al., 1955). Early findings on the good
feeding values of whale meal were reviewed by Honcamp et al. (1911).
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Samples showed a great deal of variation as to biological value, protein
content, and digestibility (Carpenter et al., 1955; Bunyan and Price,
1960). Lysine is the decisive factor in high rating (Bunyan and Price,
1960).
The average aminogram of whale meat meal, according to Pritchard
and Smith (1960), is given in the tabulation below.
Amino acid

%

Amino acid

%

Arginine
Histidine
Lysine
Tyrosine
Tryptophan
Phenylalanine

4.3
2.0
6.3
2.0
0.9
3.8

Cystine
Methionine
Threonine
Leucine
Isoleucine
Valine

0.7
1.4
5.6
6.5
4.3
2.4

These values do not entirely agree with those reported by Japanese
scientists (Okuda and Yamafuji, 1934). Valine was almost three times
higher, arginine and lysine were 40% higher, histidine 30% more,
phenylalanine 35% less, and leucine half of these figures. The dis
crepancies could be explained by the present improved methods of
analysis.
Soviet studies claim whale meat to be a potent source of tryptophan,
making it a particularly valuable adjunct for food-enrichment programs
with this amino acid (Nikolaeva, 1954). British scientists (Pritchard and
Smith, 1960), maintain that whale meat meal can be employed primarily
to overcome the lysine and threonine deficiency of wheat protein.
Japanese scientists have investigated the occurrence of a great number
of amino acids in protein from various parts of the whale body. They
encountered large amounts of glycine, proline, hydroxyproline, and
hydroxylysine in most internal organs (Nakai, 1959).
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